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In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist
university in Têxas. More than 600 acres ofopen prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of
Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist
University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus
was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. lfhen the University
opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of
$636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of
Theology and the School of Music.
SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first
charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great
Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been norsectarian in its teaching and committed
to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.
Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman
College 
- 
the college of humanities and sciences 
- 
and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts,
Edwin L. Cox School ofBusiness, Bobby B. Lyle School ofEngineering, Perkins School of
Theology, Dedman School of Laq and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and
Human Development,
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The University offers 115 undergraduate majors, Mastert degrees in over 100 areas, professional
degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 26 fielc{s, and 35 certificate programs.
Enrollment for Fall 2008 was 10,886, including 6,193 undergraduate students and 4,693 graduate
and professional scl-rool students. SMU students come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico ancl 98 countries. About 78 percent of first-year str.rdents received some form of
financial assistance for 2008-2009. About 21 percent ofthe student body are minorities; {1 percent
ofundergraduates and 49 percent ofgraduate students report religious affiliation; 12 percent
are Methodist, 14 are Roman Catholic. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant
denominations and other religions, including Judaisrn, Buddhism and Islam.
In addition to preparing students for graduate ancl professional schools, or lnore directly for their
life's work, the University strives to enhance their social, rnoral, intellectual and religious
developrnent so that they rnay lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and
of the world.
THE HO\7ARD LANTERN
The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorrl Larnbier
Howard, Chief Marshal emeritus of SMU frorn 1978 to 1987,
in honor ofhis role in shaping the traditions and protocol of
SMUt rnodern-day acadernic ceremonies. Designed in 2008
and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the
lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the
University's oldest building and centerpiece of our campus.
Engraved around the top band is the Universityt motto,
"ueritas Líberabít cros," which means "rhe truth will make you
free." Arourd the base are the words to Varslty, SMU's ¿lma
mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service this
lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a
syrnbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. Tonight, the President of the Student
Association bore the lantem as he led the graduate procession. The Howard Lanrem serves as a reminder
of the important traditions which make up our corporare University life and of the light of learning
and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff at SMU.
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THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND REGALIA
The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University
symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the
founding of the great medieval universities in Europe 
- 
chief among them Bologna, Paris and
Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universiries adopted
many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.
bome by the president of
the Faculty Senate.





from the chief marshal
through the ranks of the
faculty and the ofiìcen of the University ro rhe bars and paneling.
president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.
The mace of the University, a symbol of the
authority vested in the president by the Board
of Tiustees and representing the covenant
between the president and the faculty, is
The caps and gowns worn in the procession
also vary from place to place. There are variatiors
in design to indicate the degrees held by the
wearers, and many universities in America
have introduced colorful gowns and other
distinguishing details (in place of the customary
clerical black from which all originated).
The Bachelor's gown is a simple robe falling
in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. Its
distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed
sleeves. Mastert gowns are arranged so that
the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a
slit at the wrist (replacing a former slit at the
elbow). In most cases, the Doctor's gown is
marked by velvet panels down the front and
around the neck, and by
three bars of the same
material on the bell-
shaped sleeves. It is cut
much fuller than the
other gowns and may be
ornamented in color.
Faculty colors are occa.
sionally seen in the sleeve
The caps, too, vary according to the customs
of the university from which the wearer
received a degree. While most American
universities adopted the "mortarboard" style
of Oxford, others have chosen styles based
on other European institutions. The color of
the tassel wom with the cap may be black for
any degree, or the color may be that ofthe
faculty of the major field of leaming (e.g,, Arts,
Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding
doctoral degrees and goveming officials of
institutions are entitled to wear tassels of
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gold metallic thread. Such rassels are usually sewn in place. It is comrnon practice, although not
universal, thar a ceremony is made of moving the tassel from the right to the left side of the cap at
the moment the degree is awarded.
Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally
accepred cocle for the hood worn trailing down the wearer's back. Originally, it was like the hood
on the habit worn by monks. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree
and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree' The Bachelor's,
Master's, and Doctor's hoods are 3 feet,3 y'rleetarrd 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming
in the same order is 2, 3 and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial
list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities - White; Music - Pink; Business - Drab;
Philosophy 
- 











Purple. The lining of the hood 
- 
that portion most visible from the
rear 
- 
indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU's hood lining, for example, is blue
with red chevron.
The University's ceremonial banners were designed by Robert B. Chambers, associate professor
emeriû¡s of theatre, Meadows School of the Arts, and fabricated by Mamie Chambers. The banners
bear heraldic designs with the color of trim identi$ting each school and group ushered this evening'
Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational
purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Westem world.
Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emerítus of English
Lorn L. Howard
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D e c emb er 20 0 B C andidate
for degree of Bachelar of
Music mVoice
P erf ormonc e and P r ec entor
SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER Provost Ludden
* The groups nwk)ng uþ today's þrocessíot't wiLlbe introdtrced bl John Gíbsott, creatíve Dírectrn of
uniuersiq Events and Special Projec*.The auÅíetlce remahx seated dtuíng the processional.
B
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrain from øþþlnse mtil. al.l candid.ates haue been presented.
Canàidates for Doctoral Degees
Hooded by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle Schooi of Engineering
Assisted by Jarnes E. Quick, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies and
Associate Vice President for Research
Candidntes f or Professional Degrees
Presented by \Tilliam B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law
Candídates for Master's Degrees
Presented by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert !Ø. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education
and Human Development
Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU
Candidates for Baccalaweate Degrees
Presented by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
THE FAREWELLS
Dennis A. Foster, President of the Faculty Senate
Carl Sewell, Chair of the Board of lustees
Darrell Lafitte, SMU Class of 1954 and 2008 Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient
GRADUATION ADDRESS
SPECIAL MUSIC
















kÅ bJ Dalxel l{a;füson Webb
Precentor
William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School
of Theology
John Williams
An'. by Sreve Sykes
Giuseppe Verdi
Ar'. by KennethBray
*The auÅience remains seated during the recessional
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IDEcSMBER 2008CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Robert Van Kemper, Mmshal
Degree of Doctor of PhíIosoþhy
Judith Rose Cooper AnthroPology
BA Pennsylvania State University
MA Southern Methodist University
Disse'rtatíon: "Bison Hunting and Late
Prehistoric Human Subsistence Econornies
in the Great Plains"
Aduiser: David J. Meltzer
Darcie Ann Pace Delzell St¿tis¿ic¿l Science
BS Wheaton College
MS University of Illinois at Chicago
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissetatio¡t: "Optimal Statistical Design for
Functional Magnetic Resonance lmaging
Experiments"
Adviser; Richarcl Forrest Gunst
Lauren Elizabeth Gulbas Anthropology
BA University of Pennsylvania
MA University of Texas, San Antonío
Dissertøtion: "Cosmetic Surgery and the
Politics of Race, Class, and Gender in
Caracas, Venezuela"
Aduiser: Carolyn F. Sargent
DavidWilliamHershey Anthropologl
BA Yale University
M.D. University of Michigan
Dissertation: "Nevado De Incahuasi: The
Archaeological Anatomy of a Sacred
Mountain in the Andes"
Adviser: David J. llilson
Andrea Dawn Hoffman Molecuku and
CeILukn Biologl
BS Texas A&M University
D isserøtion : "Structure-Function
Relationship of the Different Domains in
Human ABC Tiansporters"
Adqtiser: Pia D. Vogel
Julia V. Kozlitina Søtistícal Scíence
BS Ryazan State Agricultural Academy,
'Russia
MS Purdue University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissetation: "Tèsts for Tiend in the Analysis
of Genetic Associations Studies"
Adoiser: William R. Schucany
Dario Nappa Søtistical Science
MS Università degli Studi di Roma, ltaly
MBA Southern Methodist University
Disse'rtation: "Bayesian Classification Using
Bayesian Additive and Regression Tiees"
Adoiser: Xinlei !7ang
Jose Leonardo Santos Anthropologl
BA Brown University
Dissertation: "Evangelical Conversion and
Latin American Masculinity"
Aduiser: Caroline Brettell
Yan Wang Stntístical Science
BS University Science &. Tèchnology,
China
MS University of Toronto, Canada
MS Southern Methodist University
Disserøtion: "Dependencies in NAEP and
Their Effects on Analysis"
Adviser; Lynne Stokes
ChristopherBlakeWolff Anthropolog¡
BA Portland State University
MA Memorial University of Newfoundland,
Canada
MA Southern Methodist University
Disserøtion: "A Study of the Evolution of
Maritime Archaic Households in Northem
Labrador"
Aduiser: David J. Meltzer
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IIN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Robert Van Kemper, M¿rsh¿l
Degree of Doctor of PhilasoþÌry
Saeed Täiseer Abu Nimeh Comþuter Science
BS Princess Sumaya University College for Tèchnology, Jordan
MS Southern Methodist University
Disserøtíon: "Phishing Detection Using Distributed Bayesian Additive Regression Tlees"
Adcliser: Sukumaran Nair
Degree of Doctor of Engíneeríng
Iyad Hilmi Shehadeh Engineering Management
BSEE Gxas A&M University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dísserøtío¡t: "Fiber Têlecommunications and Its Impact in Today's Economy"
Adviser: Stephen A. Szygenda
Michael Francis Siok Engineeríng Management
BS Southwest State University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertanon: "Empirical Study of Software Productivity and Quality"
Aduíser: lefi'lian
IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Roy L. Helle¡ Marshøl
Degree of Doctor of Mínístry
Debbie A. Chisolm
BS University of Southern Mississippi
MA-Religion Southwestem Baptist Theological Seminary
Tievor William Smith
BA Oklahoma City University
MDiv Duke University
Degree of Master of Chwch Mínistries
Justin Michael Hancock
\(/íthHmors
BGS West Texas A&M University







JD Saint Maryt University
Tiish R. King
'XlithHmors
BA University of Northem lowa
Mona Lisa Millard
BAS Dallas Baptist University
Vctor Ortiz
BBA Southern Arkansas University
JD Texas Southem University
Kyle Edwin Roberson
BA Centenary College of Louisiana
Calia Beougher Rodriguez
WíthHonors
BA Seattle Pacífic University
Lani Ann Rousseau
BA University of Saint Thomas, Saint Paul
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BBA University of North Têxas
IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LA\7
Roy L. Heller, Marshal
Degree of Jøis Doctor
Nadia Ali
BA University of Têxas, Austin
Matthew R. Baker
BA University of St. Thornas, Saint Paul
Kylie Kathedne Beal
BBA Southern Methodist University
William Scot Bell
BS Mississippi State University
Tieyson James Brooks
BS University of Texas, Dallas
Brian Alan Bullard




BA University of Tèxas, Dallas
Bradley Phillip Clark
BA University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Christina Vctoria Collins
BBA Southern Methodist University
Stephen Andrew Crane
BA Dallas Baptist University
Carolyn Jean Dove
BBA University of Texas, Austin
Christopher L. Evans
BS Pennsylvania State University
Carl Duane Galligher
BA University of Texas, Austin
Frank Fang Geng
BS Nonhwest Polytechnic University, Xian, China
MS University of Nebraska
Jesse David Ho{fman
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
Younshin Hong
LLB Ewha Womans University Seoul, Korea


















BS Tèxas A&M University
Matthew Clifton Marmaro
BA St. Edwards University
Terry Patricia Martin
BA Tiinity University
MBA University of Hawaii at Manoa
Ann Lindsay McNutt
BA University of Texas, Austin
Jason Brann Melvin
BS Arkansas State University
Jake Ellis Menefee
BA University of Mississippi
Jill Doshier Meyer
BA, MS Rhodes College
Ross Caughmn Miracle
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
Patricio Jose Noboa
LLB University of Lima, Peru







BA University of Têxas, Austin
Eric C. Seitz
BS Miami University, Oxford Campus
Keith Bryan Smiley
BA University,of North Tèxas
Jennifer Lowary Smith
BA Gxas State University
Lacey Smith
BS Southem Utah University
Pamela Ann Smitham
BS University of Texas, Austin
Jason D. Sterling
BA Eastern Washington University
MA Dallas Baptist University
Mary Esmeralda Villareal
BBA University of the Incarnate rü/ord
Charlene Morris Wandrisco
BA Southern Methodist University
Tiewei Wang
BS Nanjing University, China
MS University of Louisiana at Monroe
Carrie Baird Waters
BA College of William & Mary
Phillip Marcus White
BA Texas A&M University
Jinho Yoo
LLB Hankuk University of Foreign Studies,
Seoul, Korea
Russell Robert Zimmerer
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Ruth L. Zugsay
BA Eastern Washington University
MA Dallas Baptist University
Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparatiue and Intemational l-aw)
Rashed Ibraheem Alamr Thitima Chiemburasate
LLB Umm Al-Qura University, Saudi Arabia LLB Chiang Mai International School,
Khaled Maayd Alharthi Thailand
LLB Imam Muhammed Ibn Saud Islamic Taher Kamal El.Badawi
University, Saudi Arabia LLB Alexandria University, Egypt
Bader Abdulaziz Alkhaldi Manit Jumpa
LLB Imam Muhammed Ibn Saud Islamic LLB, LLM Chulalongkorn Universiry,
University, Saudi Arabia Thailand
Saleh Ibrahim Alsalamah Sung Min Jung
LLB Qassim University, Saudi Arabia LLB Hankuk University of Foreign Studies,
Bassam Mohammed Alsaleh Seoul, Korea
LLB King Saud University, Saudi Arabia Dongmin Lee
Abdulaziz Alsuwailem LLB Kwandong University, Korea
LLB King Saud University, Saudi Arabia
Silvia Akung Ebai Osong
LLB University of Buea, Republic of Cameroon
(l,aw)
Ryan C. Cowgill
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
JD Nova Southeastern University
Anne Ward Guinan
BA Vassar College
JD Southern Methodist University
Sandra Leigh King







IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Benjamin H. Johnson, Marshal
Degree of Master of Arts
Wi[iam Edward Lee Cooper
Applíed Economícs
BA Rhodes College
Elijah Washington Cunningham VI
Applied Economics
BA Hendrix College
Michael Richard Fulmer Economics
BBA, MS Baylor University
Difei Geng Economics
BA Tianjin University Finance & Economics,
China
MA Nankai Universit¡ China
Andrea Kvetova Economics
BBA Southern Methodist University
Richard Edmund Maddy Anrhropology
BA Baylor University
Michael James McNal[y Relíg1ous Sndíes
BS University of Nebraska at Omaha
BA Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "Appropriating the Tianscendent:
Interpreting Sefirot and Mandala Religious
Symbolism Through the Hermeneutics of
Mircea Eliade, Carl Gustav Jung and
Gershom Scholern"
Brian Matthew Oley Economícs
BBA Tèxas Christian University
MBA Arizona State University
Kylie Elizabeth Quave Anthropology
BA Emory University
Xiaomei Ren Economics
BA Wuhan University, China
Paul Humberto Santa Cruz History
BA Southwestern Universlty
Thesis: "Making JFK Matter:
Popular Memory and the 35th President"
Lauren Ashley Sturch English
BA Vanderbilt University
Janara O. Sydybaeva ApplíedBconomics
BBA Southern Methodist University
Candyce Dene Tart Psychology
BSNsg University of South Carolina
Thesis: "The Relationship Between Anxiety
Sensitivity and Negative Affect During
Exercise"
Mien Xuan Tian Economics
BA National Economics University, Vietnam
Jingfing Ye Economics
BS Huazhong University of Science and
Tèchnolog¡ China
Degree of Master of Science
Michael Anthony Cestarte
Computatíonnl and Applied Mathetnatics
BS Têxas Christian University
YunXuan Chang SøtisticøL Science
BSC University of Alberta, Canada
Jaime Love Kennedy
Compuntional and Applied Mathematics
BS East Texas Baptist University
ChristopherBryan Strganac Geology
BS University of Tèxas, Austín
Thesis: "Paleogene Tèrrestriâl Mammals from
the leton River Area, Sou¡h Central
Washington"
Diana P. Vineyard Geologl
BS, CAGS Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "A New Eucryptodiran Turtle from
the Lower Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation
of Texas"
IN MEADO\íS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Adam Herring, Marshal
Artist Certíficate
Jorge Rafael Caldelari Violin Performonce
BM Universidad Católica Argentina
Andrew Ding Viola Performutce
MM New England Conservatory of Music
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Kristin Renee Hawn Cello Performnnce
BM Butler University
Aaron Lane Nix Percussion Performance
BM Têxas Tèch University
MM Southern Methodist University
Degree of Master of Arts
Ramtin Nikzad Cinema'Teleuision
BA Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "lran on TV A Visual Framing Analysis of Cable News"
Amanda Jean Olson Art History
BA University of Têxas, Arlington
Thesis: "Facing Celebrity in America: Thomas Sully's Theatrical Portraits of Fanny Kemble"
Octaviano Rangel Ramirez At Historl
BA Instituto Tècnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterref Mexico
BA Southern Merhodist University
Thesis: "Andy Warhol's Shadows and the Parody of Abstraction"
Degree of Master of Music
Josi Larri Aldridge Musíc Education
BME Ouachira Baptist University
Nadejda Svetlomirova Getzova
Music Comþositíon
BA University of New Orleans
Amanda Lea Marsrow M¿aic Hcøry andUterawre
BM Baylor University
Thesis: "Contexts of Symbolist Music in
Silver Age Russia"
Jennifer Calvery Allen Marketing
BS University of Tèxas, Austin
Bryan Bridges Ballowe Fin¿nce
BBA, BS Southern Methodist University
Christopher John Bhatti Snateglc Leoìership
BA Southern Methodist University
Krinna Noelle Breene Strategic Leadership
BA University of Virginia
Jason Wesley Brown Financial ConsultinglFínance
BSM University of Tèxas, Austin
Allison Ancona Brubaker Mmketing
BA Tèxas Têch University
Dusty Craig Buck Fi¡ønce
BBA Tþxas Tèch University
Kyle Embry Carlton Strategy I Enneprenewship
BBA Texas A&.M University
JD Southern Methodisr University
Christopher Edward Carson Fí¡¡ancíal
ConsultinglFinance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Stephanie Lynne McCranie Voice Performance
BME Stetson University
John Mark Miller Music Education
BM Dallas Baptist University
Christine Louise Price Píano Performance
BM Biola University
John Andrew Swafford Musíc Education
BM University of North Tèxas
Carlisa Yvonne Washington Music Education
BM Southern Methodist Universiry
Srinath S. Chakrar.arty Fínmcial CcnsuhinglF irwtre
BS, MS !{/ashington State University
Allison Jaleh Clark Finance
BA Southern Methodist University
Todd Mason Coble Finonce
BS Purdue University
Alison Ann Craddock
Strategic Leadershipl Strateg¡ I Entre1nenetnship
BS Têxas A&M University
Edgar AIco DeGsia FinancelG meral Mnugemmt
BA Duke University
Dana Dee Dittmar FinancelStrategic Leaderchíp
BBA Southern Methodist University
AnthonyEastman Finønce
BS Minnesota State Universit¡ Mankato
Don Clayton Ellis GeneruI Management
BSBA Texas Tech University
Robett Elliott Ellis
Gmeral Manogementl Strategy I Ennepreneruship
BSBA Aubum University
IN ED\øIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Joseph Magliolo III and Gordon Walker, M¿rsh¿ls
Degree of Master of Business Admínístratiott
ß
Andrew Sandlin Forward
Strategy E Entreprenew ship
BA Austin College
Laurie Beth Garrett Fin¿ncellnfomntio¡'t
Teclntology E Operations Management
,BA Furrnan University
Michelle Silva Gonzales Strategrc Leadership
BBA Saint Mary's University
Benjamin Neal Gray Markcting
BBA Southem Methodist University
Kevin Scott Gruy Financial ConsultùrylFinance
BS Tèxas A&.M University
Richard William Greene Fin¿nce
BS Tèxas A&.M University
Tieyi Guo Firrance
BS Hauzhong University of Science and
Têchnology, China
MS Ohio University
Alexander Wolfgang Hanschen Firr¿nce
BA University of Tèxas, Ausrin
Lacey Amber Hanson Fin¿nc¿
BS Têxas A&.M University
Corey Dewayne Hines Finance
BS University of Florida
Cody Lee Hudson Gene'rdManaganmtlMarkeang
BS University of Texrs, Atrstin
Henry Ardes Johnson Finance
BS Texas Têch University
Kapil Kaushik Gene'ralManagement
BEngr Karnatak University, lndia
Paige D'Ann Keith Financc
BSM Southern Methodist University
Marisa Judith Koellho{er
FinancelSuateg¡ €d Entreprenewship
BS University of Michigan
Kjeil Thomas Lease Gerrer¿l Management
BBA University of Tèxas, Arlington
Francisco Ledesma GeneraLManagernent
BS lnstituto Tècnológico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey-Atizapán, Mexico
Loic Lemener Fin¿nce
BSBA University of Colorado at Boulder
Kristen Ann Lippe Finance
BBA Texas A&.M University
Tyler Adam Martin
F inance f Strategl €4 Entreprenewship
BA Univeniry of Coloradc¡ at Colorado Springs
Scott Christopher Maurer General Muøgentent
BS Ur-riversity of Tèxas, Dallas
Thomas Francis McCabe Financc
BS Saint Jttseph's University
Joshua Alan Meeks Markctirrg
BBA University of Iowa
Reginald Clayton Miggins Finance
BS Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Kathryn Ann Mitchell GcnetaLManagement
BA Ohio State University
Charu Chandrika Narula Fin¿rrce
BA University of Kansas
Nakina Snell Neer Gener¿l Manøgemcntl
Sn'ategy €i Ennepr enew shiP
BBA Southern Methodist University
Jason A. Nunley Firrance
BS Okhhoma State University
Ricky Joesph O'Connor Strategic Leadershiþl
Snategy €l EnneprcnewshíP
BBA Dallas Baptist University
Earl Richey Owen III Fin¿nc¿
BBA Abilene Christian University
Cathedne Ann Page
Srratcgic Lc adershi¡tlMarkaíng
BA Southern Methodist University
Emmy Langford Pino Markcting
BBA Southern Methodist University
Ashutosh Arun Potdar Firrance
BS University of Pune, India
MS Tèxas Tèch University
Adam Douglas Prescott General Managenent
BA Ohic¡ State University
Matthew AlbertyRichardson Fin¿nce
BBA Southern Methodist University
Rene Rodriguez GeneraL Managetnent
BA Rutgers University-Newark
Thomas Harle Rogers GeneralManagenent
BBA Texrs Christian University
Kevin N. Roland Firunce/
Sn'ateg1 €l Ennepr enew ship
BS, MS North Carolina State University
Jose Roberto Rosales Fln¿nce
BBA Loyola University New Orleans
Jennifer Lynn Sala Snategic Leadership
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Jimmy Samuel GeneraL Management
BSE University of Tèxas, Austin
PrabhakaranSankaran Finance
BS Anna University, lndia
MS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Michael Randolph Shoup Finønce
BS Tiinity University
Albett Joseph Smith General Management
BS University of North Texas
Holly Lynn Smith Strztegic LeaàershiplMarketirrg
BS Tèxas Christian University
Johnathon Andrew Smith Fin¿nce
BA University of Oklahorna
Katharine Elizabeth Smothermon-Tom Finance
BS Vanderbilt University
Michael Tioy Swinehart Gene'ralManagenent
BSEE Ohio University
Hoang Anh Tärrant Fin¿nce fGeneralManagement
BBA Tèxas Tech University
Jeffrey Wallace Tiykoski Finance
BBA Texas A&.M University
Nathan Robet lJngarean Finnnce
BBA Southern Methodist University
Paul Charles Van Huysen
S tr ate gy €4 Entr epr eneur ship
BS Nrrrthrvestern Univcrsit y
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Jeremy Vaughan Informotion Technolagy E
Oper ations ManagementlMarketing
BAS Dallas Baptist University
Pratima Lakshmi Vempaty FinøncelMarketing
BS Osmania University, India
MS C.M. College, India
Ana Maria Visinoni GeneralManagement
BA University of Texas, Austin
Abbas Muhammad Abbasi Telecommunícations
BEngr NED University of Engineering &.
Gchnology, Karachi, Pakistan




BS University of Têxas, Arlington
Ranya Al Awadhi Computer Science
BS Kuwait University
Alicia Gwen Allen Slstems Engíneering
BSME Oklahoma State University
Saani Segaile Allen Sysrems Engineering




Elham Ansari Security Engineering




Linda Thu Hang Vo
Strategic Leaàership I Strateg¡ €î Entep'renewship
BSBA Oklahoma City University
Nikulas John Wood Financellnformation
-[echnolo 
91 I Oper ations Mutagement
BS Purdue University
Ning Zou Finance
BS, BBA Southem Methodist University
Jeffery William Auvenshine Sysrems Engineering
BBA Midwestem State University
Nooshin Belganeh Software Engineering
BS Razi University, Iran
Royal Deshaun Bell, Sr. Systems Engineering
BS University of Southern Mississippi
Aditya Ravindra Bhide Telecommunícations
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Thomas William Blakely Systems Engineering
BS Tèxas A&M University
David Joseph Bon Packaging of Elccttonic
and Optical Deuíces
BSEE Gannon University
Ronald Stewart Buckley Systems Engrneering
BSEE Southem University and A&M College
MBA University of Dallas
Gerardo E. Burciaga Systems Engrneering
BSEE Tèxas Christian University
Christopher Mlchael Carson Opuatiøts Raearch
BS United States Air Force Academy
Chungtai James Chou Sysrems Englneering
BS Pu¡due University
Degree of Master of Science ín Accounting
Christina Anne Gray Accounting
BBA Southern Methodist University
Bruce Vscher MacFadyen lll Accounting
BS Täylor University
Jacqueline Michelle Púce Accounting
BBA University of Tèxas, Arlington
Gayla Lynette Utley Accounting
BBA Texas A&M University
Yioryos Valis Accounting
BA Austin College
Julie Marie \,Vall Accounnng
BBA Tèxas Têch University
Degree of Master of Scíence in Entreþrenewshíþ
Fahad Zahid Entreprenewship
BBA University of Karachi, Pakistan
Eric Christopher Pyhrr Enneprenewship
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Marc P. Christensen and Jeffery L. Kennington, M¿rsh¿ls
Degree of Master of Science
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Karen Lynn Cooper So/trurire Enghæering
BS University of Florida
MBA University of South Carolina
Ryan Foster Cooper Operatlons R¿se¿rch
BSEE University of Texas, Austin
Jessica C. Corea Operarions Rese¿rch
BS Michigan Technological University
Jesus Jose Corral So/tware Engineefing
BS University of Tèxas, El Paso
Carleton Jonathan Crawford Slsterns Erqineering
BSIE University of A¡kansas
Robert Howard Curtis, Jr. Secririty Engrrreering
BS, BS University of Kentucky
Luigi De Angelis Systons Ertgirrecrirtg
BS Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Darin Joseph DeRita Searrity Engineerhrg
BS University of Texas, Dallas





BS Southern University and A&M College
Eric Shawn Dickson Secwity Engíneering
BS Central Missouri State University
Long Si Dong Systcrns Enginrcrlng
BS DeVry Institute ofTèchnology
Jonathan David Dun{ee Cotnþttter Science
BS The University of the South
MS Clemson University
Devin M. Edmiston Seauity Engineeríng
BS Tþxas Tech University
Dina Refaat Mahmoud Mohamed El.Sakaan
Conþuter Science
BS Ain Sharns University, Egypt
Brent Thomas Fitzgibbon Systcrns Engureering
BS Gxas A&.M University
Hector Javier Fontanez Softwa'c Engineering
BS DeVry lnstitute ofTèchnology
Michael Andrew Frizzell Systcrns Engureering
BS Têxas A&.M University
Brian Keith Fuerstenberg Systerns Englrreering
BSME University of South Alabama
Ricardo Gasia Salazar Tclccornlnrnicatiuns
BSEE Universidad Simón Bolívar, Venezuela
Ramya Sirisha Goddeti Cornþuter Science
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Tèchnological
University, Intlia
Bharath Kumar Goli ?lccornrnunicariuns
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Tèchnological
University, India
Rafael Dario Gonzalez Operatiotts Rcscarch
BSME Universidacl Metropolitana, Venezuela
MBA University of Dallas
Ravneet Singh Pritpal Goomber
'feleco¡tt¡ttut úc atio t t s
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Elizabeth Ann Grant Seaøit1 Engineering
BSC Texas A&M Univeriity
Lee Tievor Green Slsfenx Engineernq
BSME Oklahoma State University
Nolan E. Haisler, Jn Secørlt1 Engineering
BS, BSEE Tþx;-rs Tech Univcrsity
Kelly Marc Hall Secririty Engrneeròrg
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Xue Han Operations Rese¿rch
BBA Renmir-r University of China
Robert William Harig Operatiolrs Rese¿rch
BA Citadel Military College of South Carolina
Richard Lawrence Herschede III
Software Engineering
BSME Colorado State University
Jerry Don Higginbotham Sysrems Engrneering
BS Colorado Christian University
Craig William Hoedebeck Softwøe Engineerntg
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Je{frey W. Holcomb Comþuter Science
BS University of Dallas
Tyronda M. Hollins Sofuvare Enginee'ring
BS Jackson State University
Misty Giles Holmes Sysrems Engineering
BSEE Southern Methodist University
Akmm M. Hosain S¿cøri¿y Engineerhrg
BS Southeastern Oklahorna State University
Alan Thomas Huch Secøricy Engíneeríng
BS University of Southern Mississippi
Kaizad Khoodayar lrani Tì.'lccornmunicr¿rions
BEngr University of Murnbai, India
Abie B. Jacob Systons Enginccring
BS Spring Garden Collcge
MS Drexel University
Shahuraj D. Jadhav Tllccurnrnurric¿tiuns
BEngr University of Pune, Inclia
Muaz Jamshed Suftware Engrrreering
BS University of Têxas, Dallas
Aanshik Sharad Jasani Ti"lccornmur¡ications
BEngr Dhannsinh Desai Institute of
Tèchnolog¡ lnclia
Rakesh Jetti Tclccornmr¡nications
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Têchnological
University, India
Claude Anthony Johnson Systenrs Errgineerlng
BSME Prairie Vierv A&M University
Latanya Andrea Johnson
Mantdacturhtg Slstelns M¿lndgernelrt
BS Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Michael Lee Johnson Systerns Engirrecrirrg
BS Everglades University
Sidamdouane Keovilay Systerns Engineering
BSEE Flor¡da State University
Sai{ lnayat Khan Tþl¿comrntnrícatio¡ts




Rahul Moorthy Koduru Telecomnnmicaticnts
BEr-rgr University of Mumbai, lndia
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Richard Lewis Koshak Seauity Engineering
BS University of New Mexico
MSME Texas Tèch University
Terry Jason Rratz Oþerations Research
BS Gordon College
Naga Silpa Kurupati Tel¿communications
BEngr Anna University, India
Venkata Kishore Babu Lakshmisetti
Telzcommunicatiotx
BEngr Anna Universit¡ India
Stephen Michael Laphen -felecommw'ticatiotts
BBA University of Gxas, Austin
Amberly J. Lessenger Systems Engineering
BSME lowa State University
Ruth Maren Leu Securiry Engíneering
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Ying-Chong Hedy Leung Seauíty Engíneering
BS Texas Woman's University
Mark Ranley Lin Secwity Engineeríng
BS Tèxas A&.M University
William R. MacDonald Software Engineering
BSEE Pennsylvania State University
Dhia Mahjoub Comþute'r Science
BS National Institute of Applied Science
and Têchnology, Tunisia
Kunal Bharat Malwadkar -felecom¡ttunications
BEngr University of Pune, India
Nikhil Milind Mangaokar Telecommunícations
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Mortine S. Martin Software Engineering
BS Jackson State University
Amanda Jo McBurney Security Engineering
BS Texas Têch University
Justin Thomas McFarland Software Engineering
BSC California State University, Northridge
Robert B. McMillan, Jr. Systenr^s Engineering
BSME University of Texas, El Paso
Karen Elizabeth Meyer Systems Engineering
BS Texas A&M University
Jeffrey Blake Middleton Secwity Engineering
BS University of Evansville
Alixandre Robert Minden Syscems Englneering
BSEE Tli State University
Joseph John Mondragon Systems Engrneenng
BSME New Mexico State University
Aditya Mukesh Naik Tþlecommunications
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
JefferyNelson Systems Engrneering
BSEE Lamar University
MSEE Southern Methodist University
Namratha Neppalli Telecommunícations
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Tèchnological
University, India
Peter Chau Thanh Nguyen Systems Engineering
BSEE University of Missouri-Rolla
Robert V. Nguyen Systems Engineering
BSEE University of Texas, Arlington
Tänya Hoanghien Nguyen Secwity Engíneering
BSC Texas A&M University
Jef{rey Paul Nissen Systems Engineering
BS lowa State University
Vishnu Mahesh Palla Telecommunications
BEngr Osmania University, India
Nilay Kumar Vinubhai Patel'felecontmunicatjøts
BEngr North Maharashtra University, India
Saurabh Ravindra Patil'felecommunications
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Samuel Yesumanoharrao Permalla
Telecommunicatiotu
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Sirisha Potlabathini Tþlecommunications
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological
University, India
Adrian Puga Systems Engrneering
BSC University ofTèxas, El Paso
Mariya I. Pustovalova Software Engíneering
BA Pace University-New York
Zubeda Quazi'lelecommunications
BS John Brown University




Erika Ramirez Systems Engíneering
BSME University of Tèxas, Pan American
John Richard Ramos Systems Engineering
BS Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Bhumish Sunil Rawal'felecommwúcatiotts
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Nirav S. Rawal ?lecommunicatiotts
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Roberto Reta Security Engineering
BS San Antonio College
Jonathan Huntington Rhea Operatioru Research
BS University of North Tèxas
Shelli Jeanine Richard Secwity Enþneering
BS Tèxas A&M University
Peter Charles Rivard Systems Engineering
BSME University of Tèxas, Austin
Jaren Wayne Rogers Softøare Engineering
BS University of Arizona
William Armstard Rogers, Jr.
Systems Engineering
BS United States Naval Academy
MBA Brenau University
Adam Lee Rossler Systems Engineering
BS University of Texas, Arlington
Cynthia L. Russell Secwity Engineeríng
BS University of West Florida
Khizer Saeed Telecommunications
BEngr NED University of Engineering &
Tèchnology, Karachi, Pakistan
Laurentina Jimenez Sanchez Systems Engiræering
BSME University of Tèxas, Austin
Glenn A. Schools Systems Engíneering
BS University of Têxas, Arlington
Aaron James Shaha Security Engineering
BS University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
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Javed Ahmed Shaikh Tþþcommmicatíons
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Sapna Sharma kl.ecommunications
BS Institute of Electronics and
Têlecommunication Engineers, India
Suzanne Shelton Security Enginecring
BS University of North Texas
Wesley L. Smith Systcms Engrnecring
BSC Texas A&.M University
James Merrill Somerville Telecommmicatiotts
BS Colorado State University
Michael Alan Sonntag Softwme Engineering
BSEE University of Tèxas, Arlington
Ramya Srungavarapt Telecommunications
BS Jaypee University of Information
Têchnology, India
Christopher John Stokes Software Engineering
BS Califomia State University, San Bemardino
Balamurugan Subramanian AppliedScience
BS University of Madras, India
MS, MS Bharathiar University, India
Christopher Martin Sword Softwo:reEngineeing
BSEE South Dakota State University
Rupalbahen R. Taillor Computer Science
BEngr South Gujart University, India
Simon P. Thomas Systems Engrneering
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
Abhijit Prakash T:/rak Computer Science
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Anh Minh Tran So/tnuare Engrneering
BS Tèxas Tech University
Chintan Bhupesh Triv edi Telecommunications
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Erica Lasha Tircker Systems Engineering
BS Alabama Agricultural and
Mechanical University
John Valentino ll Softwme Engineering
BS, BM Tèxas Christian University
Pradeep Vandrangi -felecommunicatiotts
BEngr Anna University, India
Vladimir Vanegas Software Engineering





Jose E. Velarde Systems Engineering
BS DeVry Institute ofTêchnology
Bhargav Vemulapalli Telecommunications





Urlin L. Wade II Tclzcommunications
BS Stockton State College
Jay Andrew Warren Systems Engineenng
BS Pennsylvania State University
Yanzhu Wen Comþuter Science
BEngr, ME Xi'an Jiaotong University, China
Thomas Joseph Werner Secunty Engineering
BS United States Military Academy
MS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Elena White Systems Engineering
BS Texas Wesleyan University
Je{frey Jay Wiley Secørity Engineering
BS Park College
MS Bowie State University
Shaun Barry Willows Software Englneenng
BS Monash University
Juanita Valencia Winfrey Softwa're Engineering
BS Southern University and A&.M College
MBA University of Phoenix
David Wu Systems Engineering
BS Beijing Institute of Technology, China
MS University of Houston-Clear Lake
Dilip R. Yaddula Telecommunícatíons
BBngr Anna University, India
Degree of Master of Scíence ín CioíL Engineering
Mehreen Halani Cioil Englneering
Degree of Master of Science ín Cornþuter Engíneering
David Lindsey King Computer Engineering
BSC Tèxas A&M University
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Degree of Master of Scíence ín Electrical Engíneeríng
David Jeremy Apaticio El¿ctrical Engineeríng
BS Baylor University
Michael John Buynak Elzctrical Engineering
BS Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "Process of Reliability and
Repeatability Têsting and Characterization of
a MEMS Mirror Array"
Alberto Garcia Elzcnical Engineering
BSEE Massachusetts Institute of Tèchnology
Chen.Wei Huang Electrical Englneering
BS Fu Jen Catholic University, Täiwan
Thesis: "The Comparison Between Fractíonal
- 
N Frequency Synthesizer Architecture and
Flying-Adder Frequency Synthesizer Architectu¡e"
Yamen Mustafa Alsulami
Engineering Mmagement
BS King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia
Brandon Collyer Ammon s Engircering Managemmt
BS Tuskegee University
Catlos A. Ballesteros EngíneeringMarugement
BS Instituto Gcnológico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico
Blaze Delano Barbre Engineeríng Mmagement
BS University of Florida
James H. Bolin EngineeríngMarøgement
BS Excelsior College
BA Columbia College
Richard A, Bonnett EngineeringMmøgement
BSEE Northern Arizona University
Brian Dean Bouquillon EngineeringMamgement
BS University of Tèxas, Arlington
Reginald Lamont Bussle ùtgineeringMarugemznt
BSEE Tênnessee State University
Christopher Michael Carson
Engineenng Management
BS United States Air Force Academy
Jeffrey Chdstopher Cook Engineering Marcgemrnt
BSME Gxas A&.M University
Gina Marie Lungaro Cunningham
Englneering Management
BS University of Arkansas
Francisco Elizondo Engineering Management
BS Instituto Tecnológico y de Btudios




BSME Georgia Institute of Têchnology
Rakshith Isamudrada Nagaiah
El¿ ctrí c aL Engine erin g
BEngr Visveswaraiah Tèchnological
University, Belgaum, India
Brett Kenneth Johnstone ElectricalBngíneenng
BSEE Southern Methodist Universiry
Nitin Malhotra Electricøl Engineering
BGch Uttar Pradesh Gchnical University, India
Morgan Sean McCright Eb.ctrical Engineenng
BSEE Southern Methodist University
Amritpal Singh Mundra Electrical Engineering
BEngr University of Pune, India
Btyan D. Rodriguez ElectricalBngineering
BS, BSEE Southern Methodist University
Bennie J. Gote Engineering Marwgement
BSEE Georgia Institute of Tèchnology
Richard Gary Grashel lI EngyæenngManagement
BS DeVry Institute of Gchnology
Daniel Brent Halsted




Kimberly Renee Johnson EngjnemngManagement
BSEE University of Tèxas, Arlington
Dow O'Neil Matin Engineering Marøgement
BS Gxas A&.M University
Mariah Diane McElroy Engíneering Management
BS University of Têxas, Austin
MS Southern Methodist University
Alaa Khalid OlaiÍ Engineering Marwgement
BS King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia
Jeffrey Kyle Owens EngrneeringMutagement
BSEE University of Tèxas, Dallas
John Michael Peterson Englneering Muugement
BSME Kansas State University
Veronica Pizana Engineering Management
BS University of Texas, El Paso
Royce Patrick Resoso EnglneeringMonngement
BS Saint John's University
Tony Brandon Sprowl Engine ering Management
BSME University of Louisiana ar Lafayete
MSME Texas A&.M University
Byron Keith Wells EnglneeringManagement
BS Crambling State University
Marcus Anthony Williams
Engineeríng Mønagement
BS Jackson State University
Srividya Phanee Sistla Electrical Englneering
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Tèchnological
University, India
Degree of Master of Science in Engineeríng Monagement
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Degree of Master of Science in Enuír.or,rnental Engineeríng
Khadija Hasan Al Braik Encrironmeiltal.Engineering
BSIE Northeastern University
Jacob Anton Clements Erwír'urmawl Fngineering
BSEnvE Southern Methodist University
Lauren Margaret Goodson En+,iron¡nental Engineeríng
BSN Southern Methodist University
Chenbo Huang Enc,ironfirental Enginccríng
BSEnvE Jiangsu University, China
Jennifer Monique Moyers Environmental Engineeríttg
BS Gxas Tèch University
Degree of Master of Scíence in Enc)irontnental Scíence
Jason Michael Anderson
Hazardous €J Waste Mateñals Marwgenent
BS University of Houston-Clear Lake
Allison DeWolfe Busby EncrironmentaL Scíence
BA University of Tèxas, Dallas
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Facilíties Management
Arturo Hernández Espinosa FacilitiesMuugement
BSCivE Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico
Armando Jose Martinez Facilities Management
BS Texas A&.M University
Rodrigo Rojas-Saucedo Facilíties Mrmagement
BSCivE Instituto Têcnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Information Engineeríng and Management
Riam M. Aleryani
Infomwtion Eng¡neering E Management
BS Portland State University
Luis Alberto Camarillo
Inf onnatíon Engineering E Managetnent
BS, BA Tèxas A&.M University
Arturo Cantu-Cardenas
Information Engtneering E Mutagement
BSISE Instituto Tècnológico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterre¡ Mexico
Kimn Gopal
Informatíon Englneernrg €l Management
BEngr Bangalore University, India
Gilbert Chahin e MechanícaL Engl.neeríng
BS American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Jessie Lee Hairgrove Mechutical Eng¡neerhry
BS, BSME Southern Methodist University
Maher Mahmoud Hamdan
Me ch ani c aI En gine er in g
BME Philadelphia University, Jordan
Razan Mohmmad Kattoa
Infonnation Engineering E Management
BS King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia
Sara Michelle Meyer
Information Engineering E Monagement
BS Tlinity University
Elias Tarek Nawas
Infonnation Engineering E Management
BSCS Lebanese American University,
Lebanon
\/inay Krishnappr Mechanical Engineering
BS Bangalore University, India
John Fernando Navarro Leyva
Me ch ønic al. En g1n e er in g
BSME Pontificia Universidad Catolica,
Peru
Degree of Master of Scíence in MechanicøL Engíneeríng
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IN ANNETTE CALD\VELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Héctor H. Rivera, Marsh¿l
Degree of Master of Arts in Disþute Resolution
Amie Augenstein Disþute ResoLution
BA Southem Methodist University
Tämmy Wilson Cangelose Dispute Resolutíon
BA Austin College
Ann Rita Chao Dispøte Resolution
BBA Southern Methodist University
Gary Ricardo Clayton Dispute Resolution
BS University of Colorado at Boulder
MS Southern Methodist University
Jennifer Lauren Englet.Key Dísþute Resolution
BA Bethany College
Reagan Marie Heine Disþute Resolution
BS Tèxas A&M University
Patricia A. Kagerer Dispuæ Resolution
BA Regis University
Richard B. Lesky Dispute Resolution
BS University of Kansas
Megan Elizabeth Adams Education
BS Southem Methodist University
Kristin Alicia Aubel Education
BA University of North Tèxas
Lindsay Katherine Bock Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Camille Marie Bryan Education
BS Stephen F. Austin State University
Ruth Moore Cobb Educøtion
BS Baylor University
Brett Allison Cooper Edr.rcatiorr
BS University of Oklahoma
NanaDzagania Education
BA Tbilisi State Institute of Foreign
Languages, Republic of Georgia
Leah J. Friedman Education
BA Rollins College
Shannon Marie Green Education
BA University of Tèxas, Dallas
Vicki Dawn Green Education
BA University of Gxas, Dallas
Bridget Apeh Okpa Dispøte Resolution
BA University of North Texas
BS Tèxas Woman's University
Andrew Grant Polunsky Dispute Resolution
BA Southern Methodist University
Ron Rickmers Dispute Resolutíon
BA University of Kansas
MBA Baker University
Donna K. Roper Dispøre Resolutíon
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Connie Elizabeth Rounsaville Dßpuæ Resolunat
BS Upper Iowa University
Joycelyn Denise Sees Dispute Resolution
BA University of North Texas
Alan lVest Shaw Dlspøre Resolntíon
BS University of Louisiana
Stacy E. Winsett Disþute Resolution
BS LeToumeau University
Callie Lisenby GúÍÍin Education
BS Vanderbilt University
Michelle Renee Hutchison Education
BA Tèxas Têch University
Joonam Joyce ln Education
BBA Baylor University
Bethany Nicole Johnson Educatíon
BA Southern Methodist University
Lisa M. Johnson Education
BA Texas Tèch University
Kameron Leigh Jones Eàucation
BS University of North Tèxas
Mary Pulsifer Kinahan Education
BA Southern Connecticut State University
Callie N. Klaassen Education
BS Baylor University
Elizabeth Childrey LaGow Education
BA The College of \íilliam & Mary
Lindsey Michelle Martin Education
BA Tèxas A&M University
Degree of Master of Bilíngual Ed.ucatiott
Erick Bautista Alvarez BíIíngwI Education Gifted Concentration
BA Dallas Baptist University
LaShuandra MeShae Jones Bilingzal Education
BA Clark Atlanta University
Ricardo Paz Mendoza Bilingunl Education
BM, MM University of Texas, El Paso
Alexandra Michelle Sabater Billngr.øI Education
BA Tulane University
Maria Totsuka BiLingual Education
BBA Instituto Tècnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico
Degree of Master of Educatíon
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Kimberly Renae Miller Education
BS Tèxas Têch University
Tina Marie Moore Education
BA Tèxas Tèch University
Ann Elizabeth Neubach Education
BA Southern Methodist University
Erah Lynn Newman Education
BA îinity University
Mary Jean Ayres Oman Education
BS Southern Connecticut State University
Erin Rabenhorst Education
BA Louisiana State University
Randi M. Summer Education
BS Lehigh University
Elizabeth L. Svadlenak Education
BA University of Mississippi
Suzanne Marie Sweazy Education
BA Southern Methodist University
Jessica Nickel Tessler Education
BA San Francisco State University
Tara Rolandelli Yaughn Education
BA Brigham Young University
Xuejie Wang Education
BA Sichuan International Studies Universit¡
China
MA Sichuan University, China
Elizabeth Susan Wre{ord Education
BS Têxas Christian University
Jennifer J. Wright Education
BA Southern Methodist University
Degree of Master of Liberal Arts
Hong Zhao Bass Liberal Arts
MD Beijing Medical School, China
PhD Stanford University
Donna James.Haney Liberal Arts
BA Concordia College
Allen L. Nobles Lib¿r¿l Arts
BSS Southern Methodist University
Carol Shenell Reed Liber¿l Arts
BH Southern Methodist University
Andrea Lenee Simmons LiberaL Arts
BA Olivet Nazarene University
James Michael Smith Libe¡¿l Ar*
BA University of Texas, Arlington
Mary Alison Snow Libe¡al Arts
BA New York University
Wayne James Wagener Líberal Aræ
AB University of Georgia
Alison Michelle Zollinger Liberal Ar:*
BA Southern Methodist University
Degree of Master of Liberal Studies
Sarah Allison Chism Liberal Studies
BA Southern Methodist University
Patrick Ray Myerc Líberal Snàies
BS Tèxas A&M University-Commerce
Barbara Ann Parker LiberuI Satàies
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Anna Mallett Stewart Liberal Studies
BS Davidson College
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Counselíng
Sabeen M. Madni Coønsellng
BS University of North Texas
Maggie GarrisMorganfield Counseling
BA University of Richmond
Maria.Jose Recinos Counseling
BS Southern Methodist University
NaumitaRishi Coønseling
BA, MA, MA in Philosophy Kurukshetra University, India
Jessica Leigh Vollbrecht Cowtseling
BA Southem Methodist University
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IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU, LINDA AND MITCH HART CCENTER
Gary K. Brubaker, Marshal
Certíficate ín Digital Çane Deuelnpment
Matthew Auen SÞeci¿lization in Leuel Design
lan Hunter Dorman SpecíaliTation ín ArtCreation
Anthony Taylor Fernandes SpecialiTatíon ín Softwme Developnent
BS University of Central Oklahoma
Paul W. Lockett Specialixation in Leuel Desígn
Jesse Mercer SÞecialízatíon in Art Creation
Daniel Petway SÞecialization ín Level Design
Casey McAllister Smith Sþecialization in Leuel Design
BA SUNY Fredonia




Jeff L. Briggs Digital. Ga,me, Software Deuelopnent
BS California State University, Sacramento
Thesis: "Physics-Based Gameplay"
Charles Adam Butler Dþøl Game,IzuetDesign
BSBA Tennessee Tèchnological University
MBA Tennessee State University
Thesis: "The Effect of Success Versus Other
Players on the Perception of Fun"
Jane Chung DigiøI Game, Level Design
BS University of Pennsylvania
Thesis: "Level Legibility: A Practical
Exploration of Player \?ayfinding Techniques"
Anthony Damiani Digital Game, Art Creation
BA University of Michigan
Thesis: "Recreating Film Visual Effects in Games"
Matthew Worth Higgins
Diginl Game, Art Creation
BS John Brown University
Thesis: "Weapon Weight Dependent Animatiors"
Jessica Wyckoff Hirsh D4røl Gane, ArtC.reatiut
BS Southern Oregon University
Thesis: "Art Style: A Powerful and
Influential Medium"
Jason Hise Digítal Game, Softwctre Deuelopment
BS Bowling Green State University Firelands
Thesis: "Compiler and Virtual Machine for
the Cell Processor"
Thomas Michael Hoeg Dígital Gane, I*ueL Design
BSE, MS Case !?estern Reserve University
Thesis: "The Invisible Hand: Using Level
Design Elements to Manipulate Player Choice"
Alexander Karlsson Digital Game, Art Creation
BA Arizona State University




DigiøI Gane, Software Deuelopment
BS Biola University
Thesis: "Arbitrary Object Destruction in
Real Tme"
Xiaochang Lfu DigiøL Game, Art Creation
BFA University of North Tèxas
Thesis; Narrative at First Glance"
Walter Lucman
D i giøL G rnne, S of tw ar e D e u elopment
BS University of Wisconsin-Madison
Thesis: "Style Curve Guided Inverse
Kinematics for Procedural Animation in
Badminton Gameplay"
Jonathan E. Martin
Digløl Gane, Softwon Development
BS Lehigh University
Thesis: "Real-time Crowd Simulation"
Amy Elizabeth Pickens
Digiml Game, ,\rt Creation
BA Ouachita Baptist Universicy
Thesis: "Character Design with Variety
and Purpose"
Ronald A. Power Drgiøl Game, ArtCreation
BA Texas A&.M University
MA Tèxas Tèch University
Thesis: "History, Literature, and Myth in an
Action Setting"
Tyler James Robertson
DigiøL Gcnne, Sdtwcue Develoþment
BSC, BSEE University of Missouri
Thesis: "Grrain Streaming on the Playstation 3"
Chris William Schmelzle
DigiøI Gøme, Software Deuelopment
BS Clemson University
Thesis: "Multi-threaded Terrain Ray Tlacing"
Mark Stephen Simpson
Digiøl G ame, Ar t Cre ation
BA University of Denver
Thesis: "First Versus Third Person Narrative"
Sarai Domonique Smallwood
Di$taL Game , Art Creation
BA University of Dallas
Thesis: "Lighting in Unreal 3"
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Erin Michelle Spencer
Dígital Gane, Software Developnent
BS Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Thesis: "Cornparing Menus and Gestures for
Commancl Intensive Cames"
Erik Sunderland
DigiøL Game, Software Deuelopment
BS California State University, Chico
Thesis: "Thread-Safe Quadtree"
Brian Michael Adams Foreign ltnguages: Spanish
Dara Azalia Ake PoliticaL Science/Spanish
Sutton Lane Alford Spanish With Honors
Nazish Mushtaq Ali Psychologl
Toni L. Andrews Antht'opoLogylPsychology
Jessica Araiza Psychology
David Eugene Arledge, lr. Markex €l Cukure
McKenzie Elise Barnes Psycholog
Kathryn Patricia Beal Markets E Cuhure
Daniel James Bland English with Creatiue Writittg
S p e cialiryti on I P hilo soplry
Amanda M. Blythe Psychology
Brandon Tyrell Bonds Sociology
Caitlin Ennis Booker Hisrory WithHonors
Melissa Nicole Bradford Engllsh
Leah Marie Bray Anthropology
Bcnjamin Guest Brown Econornics
Blair Christian Brown Englislr
Natalie Frances Brown Psyclrologl
Helen Lee Bush Hisrory
Hillary Ellen Butt Psychology
Christine Marie Cannon Intemational Studies
Courtney Meade Carpenter Psychology/Spanish
Christian Lutcher Carrere Markets €] CuLane
Michael Dale Carrington Englislr
Samantha Louise Cavanaugh
IntematiotuL Sndies
*Christopher Paul Chambers Bíological Scíences
Vincent R. Chase History
James Tiavis Clark, Jr. Geologl
Brian Espinosa Cole Economics
Sean Alejandro Corcoran Markets I Cuhure
KatherineElizabethCrane Psychology
Lauren Ashley Culpepper English
Jennifer Ami Cyr Political Science
Annaliese A. D'Arcy Psychology
Daniel P. DiFonzo Econornlcs
Marek Vojtko
DigitaL G øme, Softuare D euelopnent
BS, MS Upper Austria University of Applied
Sciences, Austria
Thesis: "Procedural Forest Generation"
Chdstopher B. Wood Drgrøl Game, ArtCreatian
BS John Brown University
Thesis: "Creating Custom Rigs in 3DS Max"
Elizabeth Grayson Donosky History
Jimrneca Larquel Dorsey Sociologl
Frank Russell Douglass III Soclology
Lynsey Leigh Duke Poliricøl Science
Sean Leeth Dunne Economics
B¡andon Paul Duquette Spanish
Bmeralda Duran EngLsh/Foreign Languages: F'rench
WithHonors
Jonathan Michael Evans Economics
Brett Anthony Falcone Spanish
John Williarn Faubel Poli¿ical Science
Michael S. Forrnanek Economics
Adam Joseph Furtwengler Psychologl
WithHonors
Judith Amanda Carza C/rcmisrry
WíthHonors
Kristen Victoria Gasca Psychology
Jennie Lee Germany Sociologl
Rachel M. Giubilato Psychologl/Sociology
Clay Michael Glendenning Politicol Science
Georgia Martha Godfrey Pslchology/Spanish
Brittany Victoria Gonzalez Antlnopolog¡
Julia Morrow Gossard History
WithHonors
Matthew Roberts Gray AntltroÞolog¡lSociologl
Brandon Jerard Green Hisrory




Jarnie Lynn Guth¡ie Psychology
WithHonors
Erin Nicole Hagan Spanish
David VL Haynes,Jr. Englßhwith
Crcatiue Writ ing Speciali¡ation
Andrerv Cole Heller Errgllsh
Jessie Earl Henderson, Jr. Sociologl
Kevin Chen-Chaun Wu
DiþnL Gane, Software Deueloþment
BS University of California, Irvine
Thesis: "Procedural City Generation Tool"
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Anthony J. Cortese and Kathy J. Hayes, Marshals
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
* AdditionaL majo'r awn'àed for previously earned degree
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Molly Diane Herod French
Alexandra Madeleine HIll Intemational Stuàies
WithHonors
Sarah Spitzer Hobbs English
Kevin Greene Hogan Markets I Culune
Jessica Leigh Hosking Psychology
Erich Anthony Hothem Psychology
Ching-Ying Huang English witlr
Creatiue Vlriting SþecialiTatíon
WithHonors
Kevin irwin Political Science
Brian Patrick Jacobowski Public Policy
John Harvey Jardine English/History
Ashton Marie Jeter Psychology
WithHonors
Kyle Edward Johnston, Jr. Markets E Culane
Kathryn McKernan Kaiser Economlcs
Hope Rogers Karney PhilosoPhy
Kelly Virginia Keefe Sociology
Kay-Lee Marchelle Kelldorf Psychologl
Mary Munro Kelso Int¿m¿rional SatÅíes
Jennifer Forsythe Kennedy Foreign l-anguoges:
lnlían
Charles Joseph Khafif Levy Intemøtional Studies
ElhaumKhobahy Psychology
Matthew P. Kozar English
Jeffrey Price Krigel History
Benjamin Mathias Lampert II Psycholog
Olivia Shae Lauraine Ybarra Anrhtopology
With Honors
Kim Thien Le BíologicaL Sciences
Anna Kathryn Lee History/Political Science
Emilia Berenice Le 6n kttin American SalæVSpømsh
Julia Silven Levy Relþols Studies
Sean Jonathan Lobo Sociology
Eric Thomas London Pøbllc Policy
Ashley Hope Luther Sociologl
Molly McBride Macatee Sociology
Adam J. Maib Political Scíence
RachelAmeliaMantzuranis Psychologl
Lisa Camille Massey Relrgioøs Srudies
Wilton P. McCray Sociology
Maygan Michelle McKool Psychology
Susan Michele Miller Sociology
Jonathan Eric Millstein English
Allison Elizabeth Morgan Philosophy
Christina Lee Mountz Englislr
Caroline Elizabeth Randolph Neal Psychology
Carla Marnie Nichols Anchropologl
Joy Eileen Noack English with
Cr e ati u e W ri tin g S p e c i ali 7a tion
WithHonors
Megan Ashley Parker Political Science
Chauncey Aleace Parks Sociology
Cristina Elizabeth Parra Sociology
Roushanac Partovi lntem¿tional Snàies
Chris Jared Paul Politic¿l Science
IlyssaDaniellePettigrew Sociology
Jeffrey Russell Quilhot Political Science
Judith Rangel SPanish
Patrick Johannes Raschle GermanlSpanish
WíthHonors
Kathleen Anne Roberrs Sociology
Julie Ann Ross Psyclrology
Jennifer Candace Ryan Sociologl
Sommer Saadi History
'WithHonors
Christopher Paul Salas Markets E CuLa'ue
Kyle William Samouce EconomicslMarkets
€l Cukure
Leah Rebecca Sanchez Psychology
Sarah Louise Schendel BioLog¡cal Sciences/
Psychology
Tiffiney Elaine Shaw Psychology
Jessica Dianne Siegel Anthropology/
Polítical Science
Simone Amber Skinner Psychologl
Jonathan M. Sledge Economics
Ross Campbell Smeltzer History
WithHonors
Jeffrey Neal Smith English
Carlos Augusto Strunz Sociology
*Rebecca Elizabeth Tievino Monkets E Cuhtne
Allison Leigh Uhler English
Celina Maria Valiente Velasco
Yuritza Massiel Vargas Psychology /Sociolog)
Lisa Marie Vasquez BiologicaL Sciences
Sichao Wang Psychology
Alexander Weckiewicz Chemistry
Maude Laird Werlin Sociology
Catarina Emma Wilcox Sociolop
Lee Elizabeth \lilkinson English
Daniel Edward Wilson Politic¿l Science
Susan Ashley \llinder Englislr crirh
Cr e atiu e Vl r i t in g Sp e ci ali 7at i on
Adam Hoffman \loods Psyclrology
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Jason Scott Arnold Economics q,ui¿h
Fínance Applications
Jacob Cohan Barnes Biologlc¿l Sclences
Anthony Joseph Bednarczyk Economics wíth
Finance Applications
Philip Chang Economics with Fínance Apphcatirms
Zij un Chen Economics with F inance Applications
Mary Elizabeth Cole M¿them¿tics
Sarah Jane Coleman Economics with
Finance Applicatíons
Christopher Reid Conrad Economics with
Finance Applications
Alexande¡ Anthony Copp Economics øith
Finonce APPlicatíons
* AdÅitional major awarded for Þreuiousb eamed. degree
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Guy H. Downer Ecu-tanics wiú.tFilwrce Applicaticms
lfilliam Pierce Elvington Mathematics
tX/ith Honors
Brett Anthony Falcone Economics cujrh
Finance Applications
Danilo Faria Coelho Da Silva Economlcs ølrh
Finonce Applícations
'WithHonors
Andrew Robert Galloway Economícs wíth
Finance Applícations
WíthHonors
Judith Amanda Garza Mathematics
WithHonors
MehreenHalani Ma¿Àemarics
Allen Woodward Haley Ill Mathematics
Munasir Fazal Harhara Mathematícs
Henry Wyche Hunter Economics újth
Finonce Applications
Michael Alexander Jackson Economics with
FínarLce Applicatiors
Brian Patrick Jacobowski Ecotomics with
Finance Applications
WithHonors
Matthew P. Kozar Econo¡nics with
Fínance Applications
Jeffrey Price Krigel Economics cuirÀ
Finance Applications
Wei-Tzu Lin Economics with Finance Applications
Eric Thomas London Economics with
Fhtønce Applicatíons
Ashok Mani Economics with Finonce Applications
\Xlíth Honors
María Crisrina Milla Economics crlrh
Fírnnce Applícations
Joseph James Minahan III Economics with
Fínance Aþplícations
Sanah Zehra Ali Aduertßing
Ellen Brooke Baker Corporate Comtnunícatíons
€l Publíc Affairs
Nadeem Parvez Monga Economícs with
Finance Applicatìons
Vincent Najera, Jr. Economics with
Finance Aþplications
Marcel lfe Northington Economics with
Fínance Applications
Jose J, Perez, Jr. Economics wíth
Finance Applícatíons
Joshua M. Price Mathematícs
Judith Rangel Econanics with Fhwtce Applicatìcrns
Michael Thomas Reinbold, Jr. Economics with
Finance Aþplications
Sean Täylor Rizzieri Economics with
Finutce Applícations
Robert Mace Rogers Geophysics
Leah Rebecca Sanchez Sociology
Matthew Carl Schlosser Mathematics
Joshua Aaron Sheppard Economícs with
Fínmce Applications
\XlithHonors
Adolfo Solares Economics with
Finonce Applícatiorrs
Jeffrey Daniel Spector Economics wirh
Finance Applícations
Ryan Elizabeth Squires Economics wlrÀ
Finance Applications
Ryan Christopher Strider Mathematics
Stuart Taylor Viele Economics øjrh
Finance Applicatíons
Megan Katherine Voss Søtis¿ic¿l Science
Alexander 1ü/eckiewicz Mathematicslplqsícs
Thomas Christian \Thidield Economics with
Finance Applícations
Jordan Phillip Zepeda Economics with
Finance Applícations
'VithHonors
Mary Lauren Barberio Corporate Commtuications
e Public Affairs
Hillary Christine Barnard Advertísing
Mark Brent Zirnmer, Jr. Economics with Fínutce Applications
Degree of Bachelor of L:Iummrities
Amanda K. Davis Hunanities
Degree of Bachelor of Socíal Sciences
Deborah Marie Dennis Socl¿l Scienc¿s
\X/ith Honors
Tèresa Yvonne Venable Soci¿l Sciences
\X/ith Honors
IN MEADO!øS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Robert E. Krout, Marshal
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
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Aditya Bhandari Aduertising
Jennifer Nichole Blackman Aduertising
WithHonors
Elizabeth Horne Cappon Coþorate
Communications €l Public Affairs
Edgar Cardoze Rivera Aduertising
Diego Andres Contreras Torreblanca Aduertising
'WithHonors
Sadia I. Cooper Aduertising WithHonors
Miguel Angel Conea Cínema.Teleuision
Christopher Collins Currie'\rtHístory
Nikay Grace Delaloye Ccnporaæ Cunnwnicatiøts
€l Pubkc Affairs
Lynsey Leigh Duke Joømalism
Shalisha La'Shawn Galloway loumalism
Brian Anthony Garland Cínemt-Telec)ision
Michelle Christine Gillespie J outnalism
Ashley Ackerson Gilroy Joumalism
WithHonors
Sarah Herrington Griffin Corporate
Commwúcations €4 PubLic Affafus
Erin Nicole Hagan Joumalism
With Honors
Matthew Täylor Harp Advertising
Carly Erin Hendricks Aduertising
Ann Woodruff Hughes Art History
Michael Brian Johnson Aduertising
Claire Christy Jurkiewicz Jownalism
Nima Surajlal Kapadia Journalísm
\Xlith Honors
Sarah Camille Lagro Corþorate Communications
€l Public Affaírs
Emilia Berenice León Aduernsing
ZoieCristina Liotta Adc,'errising
WithHonors
Tiavis Jay Mabrey Cinemø-Teleuision
.WithHonors
Kyle Daniel McCook Aduetising
Katherine Marie McCormick Aduertising
Emily Anne McKenzie Corþorate
Communicatíons €l Public Affairs
Andrew Joseph McKinney Corþorate
Communications €l Public Affairs
Jamie Nicole McKinnon Aduertising
Elizabeth Brett Miller ArtHistory
Erica Munguia Cinema-'feleuision
Katherine Sarah Ochsman Corþorate
Commuúcatíons €l Publíc Affairs
Maia Elizabeth Myriam Ore-Abitbol Molina
Cínema'Teleuision
Lee Anthony Pace Corþorate Communications
I Public Affairs
James Palmer Phillips Adoertising
Mica Lynn Pirie Corþorate Communications
e Public Affairs
CaitlinElizabethRainbird Corþorate
Communicatio¡ts €i Public Affairs
Christopher Reese Raley Music
WithHonors
Noelle Marguerite Robillard Corþorate




Anthony Dale Sanchez Commtntication Ar*:
Public Relations
Maura Elizabeth Seery Art History
Simone Amber Skinner Advertisíng
WithHonors
Matthew Charles Stevens Cinema-Teleuision
Hunter Preston Stuart Cinem¿.Teleuísion
Tyler Tinsley Cinema-Teleuision
Allison Leigh Uhler Aduertlsing
Amber Elise Yenz Corþo'rate Communications
E Publíc Affaírs
Alexandra Lee Whitbeck Aduertising
Carey Elizaberh White Adverrising
Donald Joseph Wya¡ Jr. Jounalism
Halei Alexandra Young Aduertising
Degree of Bøchelor of Fine Arts
Tiavis Stephen Acreman Theatre
WíthHonors
Erika Lieschen Briel Art History
Sasha Brianne Garza Art
'WithHono'rs
Brittney Nicole Honora D¿nc¿ Performance
WithHonors
Charity Michelle Mîller Theane
Degree of Bachelor of Musíc
Christina April Harpine Violín Performance
Jessica Robin Sipple Mruic Education
Daniel Harrison Webb Voice Performance
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IN ED\øIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Barbara W. Kincaid, M¿rsh¿l
Degree of Bachelor of Busíness Aùnínistratíon
Wail Abdulaziz Alahmed Finance
Rachel Aldous Finance
StephanieAlston Fin¿nce
Joshua Bailey Barron Accounting
John E. Beaumont Financial ConsuLtíng
Anthony Joseph Bednarczyk Finance
Brett David Bekavac Fin¿nce
Kristin Marion Benners Marketíng
\Yilliam D. Bonilla III Finmce
Benjamin Lee Briggs Financial Consulting
Patrick Cody Bukowitz Finance
Hunter Campbell Cardwell Fin¿nce
Matthew Charles Citron ReaI Esøte Finutce
Christopher R. Coleman Fin¿nc¿
WithHonors
Diego Andres Contreras Torreblanca Mmketing
WithHonors
Sadia I. Cooper Finance
Adrienne Sharletha Cottingham Management
Aleem A. Dhalla Fi¡r¿nce
Gena Marie Duncan Finønce
Brandon Paul Duquette Flncnce
Katherine Therese Dziduch GeneraLBusíness
Jonathan Estrada Fin¿nce
WithHonors
Danilo Faria Coelho Da Silva Finance
WithHonorc
Arwed Alexander Fischer Finance
Rachael M. Forish Accounring
Jessica Leigh Franceschini Mmketíng
Kristen Victoria Casca Marketing
Matthew Edwin Gilleland Marketíng
'Vith Honors
Hunter Ford Gilliland General Business
Benjamin Ray Gunnels Finance
Katherine Nicole Hall Markering
'WithHonors
Justin Phillip Hinds Fin¿nce
Brittney Nicole Honora Fin¿nce
WithHonors
Kyle Emerson Hoxie Accoanring
Benjamin John Hrxt Management
Brian PatrickJacobowski Firønce
WithHonors
Jeffrey B. Johns Markering




Charles Grayson Lowrey Real Esøte Finance
Mariam Mahmood Accounting
Ashok Mani Fir¡¿nce
Milena Lvovna Matevosova Fin¿nce
\?illiam Harrison Merrill, Jr. Finance
Daniel Eric Miner Finance
WithHonors
Elizabeth Ashley Moore Finance
Jayson R. Nath Mørketing
WithHonors
Caroline Elizabeth Randolph Neal Management
Minna R. Peracha Real Esøte Finance
WithHonors
Jonathan Edward Purgason Finance
Hassan Rabbani Fin¿nc¿
Hussain Rana Fin¿nce
Patrick Johannes Raschle Management
'With Honors
Jessica Michelle Requa Accoønting
Luiz Phillipe Rizental Fin¿nce
Sean Täylor Rizzierî Finance
Joel L. Sartain Finance
Hugh Tlent Sawyer Marugement
Shabeena Shahnawaz Accounting
Joshua Aaron Sheppard Finmcial Consulting
WithHonors
Nathan Alex Sims Finance
'Wíth Honors
Jonathan M. Sledge Accounting
WithHonors
Brent Wesley Tvner Management
Martha Tâtiana Vertiz Moran Marketing
WithHonors
Xiaoping Wang-Schneringer Accounting
Preston Dillon \7ard Fin¿nce
Karan Singh Vazîr Finance
Drew Lowell Vellsfry Finance
Paul Andrew Williams Fin¿nce
Matthew McCauley Young Markzting
Jordan Phillip Zepeda Fínance
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IN BOBBY B, LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Matgaret H. Dunham, M¿rslr¿l
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Christopher Reese Raley Computer Science
Degree of Bachelor of Science
James Henry Frazier IV Computer Science
Juan Carlos Gonzalez Management Science
Allen Woodward Haley III Management Science
Degree of Bachelor of Science ín CfuiL Engineering
Mathew Lowell Busby CivilBngineering
Mehreen Halani Civil En$neefing
Degree of Bachelor of Scíence in Cmnþuter Engineering
Kathryn Naomi Patterson Comþuter Engineering
WithHonors
Ronny G. Rodenberg Comþute' Engineeríng
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engíneeríng
William Pierce Elvington ElectricalEngineering
'Wíth Honors
Kye Sug FJ.ar. ElectricalBngineering
Alexandra Madeleine Hill Electrical Engineering
WithHonors
Christopher Dale Roberts Elecøical Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Eneironmental Engineeríng
Ne lson'I'ì mothy He mandez Enu ir onm en nL Engin e erin g
Degree of Bachelor of Science ín Mecha¡úcal Engineeríng
Mary Elizabeth Cole Mechulical Engineering
Rachel Lee Cooper MechanicøIEngineering
Xavier Alejandro Figueroa
Mechanic aI Engine er in g
Ana Marida Flenoy Mechanical Engineering
Munasir Fazal Harhara Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Elizabeth Kasper Mechønical Engineeríng
Julie Elizabeth Pollard Mech¿nical Engineering
Joshua M. Prîce Mechanical Engineeríng
Deana Lee Singelton MechønicaL Engineering
Ryan Christopher Strider Mechønícal Engineering
Peter Tucker Strong MechønicaL Engineering
Jeffrey Donald W ay Mechønical Engineering
The December po'ltion of the þrogram contaíns the
nomes of cmdidates for degrees and honors.
Inclusion in the þrogrun does not constitute ec,)idence of completion of degrees or honors requirements
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Aucusr 2008RECIPIENTS FOR DEGREES
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Degree of Doctor of Philosoþhy
Ana Irina Firan Physics
Diploma Universitatea Craiova, Romania
Disseïtdtion: "Searches for New Physics Using
the A¡las Detector"
Adcrisers; Ryszard Stroynowski, Jingbo Ye
Md. Ziaul Haque Computatíonal and
Applíed Mathematics
BS, MS Jahangirnagar University, Bangladesh
MS Incliana University of Pennsylvania
MA University of Pittsburgh
Disse'rntion: "An Adaptive Finite Element
Method for Systems of Seconcl-Order
Hyperbolic Parrial Differential Equations in
One Space Dimension"
Aduiser: Peter Kimball Moo¡e
AbdullahKumas Econonrics
BS Bogazici University, Türkey
MS Oklahoma Stare Universiry
Disse'rtatio¡t: "Essays on the Bilateral Thx




Diplorna Belorussian State University
Disscr¿¿tion: "Search [or Supersymmetry in I
Three Lepton Plus Jets Signarure"
A¿lq.,lser; Roberr L. Kehoe
Yi Zeng Electrical Engineering
BSEE Harbin Institute of Tèchnolog¡ China
MSEE Nanjing University, China
D isscr tation : "Automatic Knowleclge-Based
Classification and Modeling System for IP
Network"
Aduiser: Thornas M. Chen
Peiqing Zhu ElecnicalEngineering
BSEE Shanghai University, China
MSEE Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
MSEE University of Gxas, Arlington
Dissertation: "Design and Characterization of
Phase-Locked Loops for Radiation-Tolerant
Applications"
Ado,iser: Ping Gui
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Degree of Doctor of Philosoþhy
Thomas H. Morris Comþuter Engh'Leering
BSEE Texas Añ.M Universiry
MSCpE Southern Methodist University
Díssertatíon: "Privare Computing on Public
Platforms"
Adcrise¡: Sukumaran Nair
William Evan Westermann Conþuter Science
BA Lewis & Clark College
MS California State University, Sacramenro
Dissertation: "4 Methodology and Model to
Develop Cornplex Systems from Requirement
Networks"
Adcrisers: Davicl W. Matula, Jenell T. Srracener
Degree of Doctor of Engíneeríng
Raed Omar Sbeit EngrneeringManagement
BSME American University of Beirut
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertatio¡t: "Tèlecom Mergers - Economical and Tèchnological Effects . With Verizon as a Case Study,'
Aduiser: Stephen A. Szygenda
32.
IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Degree of Master of Diuínity
Kathy Evans




BA Louisiana Tech University
MSW Louisiana State University
and A&M College
Ashraf Sayed Alam
BA Gxas State University
Jeremy Marcus Ballew
BA University of South Carolina
Patrick Collier Buchanan
BA University of Dallas
Kyle Embry Carlton
BBA Texas A&M University
Degree of Master of Theologícal Studíes
Elias Kinyua Mukindia
BA East Africa School ofTheology
Theresa Joy Nipper
BA Vanguard University of Southern California
IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAIø
Degree of Jwís Doctor
Sandra Denise Jones
BS Texas Southern University




BS Philadelphia College of Bible
MA Villanova University
Johnnie Carl Johnson, Jr.
BBA Northwood University
L. Bradley Johnson
BA University of Tþnnessee
Derek Kyle Long
BS, MS Baylor University
Thomas Michael Misteli
BS Florida State University
Laura Lynn Schultz
BBA Boston University
Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparatiue I IntemationalLaw )
Claudia Carballal Benaglio
LLB Universidad Cristóbal Colón, Mexico
Shen-Yao Hsiao
LLB Soochow University, Taiwan
Risara Thaiwat
LLB Thammasat University, Thailand
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IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Degree of Master of Arts
AliAsgar Abbh:^i Medieual StuÅíes
BA Alj amea-tus-Saifiyah, Pakistan
Thesis: "From Sound to Light: The Changing
Symbolism of Bells in Medieval Iberia in
Christian and Muslim Contexts"
Ali Alreshan Economics
BA King Saud Universít¡ Saudi Arabia
Scotr Bulmahn Applied Economícs
BS University of Illinois at Urbana
Kyle Robert Burns Anthropology
BA Têxas A&M University
JingYu Feng Ap¡lied Economics
BA Soochow University, Taiwan
MS Pace University-New York
KyeongnamKim Economlcs
BA University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Elizabeth Marie Kobus Antlwopology
BA University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Jason Austin Lyon Molecultn and CeILubr Biology
BS Louisiana Tech University
Marco Antonio Martinez Economics
BSME United States Air Force Academy
ChristienneMarieMcPherson History
BA East Central University
Maeve Skidmore Anthropologl
BA Boston University
Lauren Meg Willis Anthropology
BA University of Florida
Leon K. Bae Molecular and CeLlular Biologl
BS University of Texas, Austin
Thesis: "Analyzing the Functions of Positions
P204, R210, andEZL9 in a Switched Double
Mutant R210Q/Q252R in Subunit "a" from
Escherichia Coli AIP Synthase"
Yilan Jia Sr¿tisrical Science
BA, MA Nankai University, China
Tao Liu Søtistical Science
BA Fuclan Universit¡ China
MBA California State Universit¡ Los Angeles
Elizabeth Ann McClellan Søtistic¿l Science
BS University of North Tèxas
Megan Lindsay Burns Arc History
BA Têxas A&M University
Julia Elizabeth Burton Arts Adminisnatíon
BA Ithaca College
Christopher DeWayne Collins Arx Admínisnatio¡t
BM University of Northern Colorado
Jennifer Jeanne Dobrowolski Arts Adtninistratíon
BGS, BFA Louisiana Stare University
and A&M College
Carrie Schindler Ford Arrs Administration
BBA University of Texas, Austin
Alessandra Maria Amores Guzman
Arts Adtninistration
BA University olTexas, Ausrilr
Degree of Master of Scíence
John P Norton III Physlcs
BS Baylor University
Thesis: "Studies on Irradiation Effects of
Silicon-on-Sapphire Devices and Proton
Beam Divergence Through Printed Circuit
Boards"
Joel Charles O'Hair Sørisrical Science
BS Wayland Baprist Universiry
Kara Christine Stoudr Molecular anÅ
Cellular Bíology
BS Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "Genetic Analysis of Gut Apical
Lumen Morphology in C, elegans: A Surrogate
Screen for Drug-Hypersensitive Murânrs"
Lindsay Ryan Hogan Cinemø-Teleuision
BS University of Tèxas, Austin
Sijia Lin Cinema{elevísion
BA Shanghai University
Adrian Lopez Neely Cinemø-Teleuision
BFA Sam Houston State University
Shuang Qin Cinemø-Telcuision
BA University of China
Kristin Nicole Riley Art History
BA Southern Methodist University
Pornmanus Silpasart Cinema*Teleqision
BA Chulalongkorn University
Kathryn Elise St. Pierre Arrs Ad¡nhrisuation
BA California Lurheran Urriversir y
IN MEADO\øS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Degree of Master of Arts
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Degree of Master of Music
Tiffany M. Ogdon Piano Perfonnance €l Pedøgogy
BS, BM Millikin University
Rachel Rose-Noel Yarborough Piano Perfonnance E Pedagog¡
BA Virginia Wesleyan College
IN EDNYIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Degee of Master of Busíness Aùnínistration
Shannon Toomirn Accardo
Str ategic Le ader ship lMarketing
BBA Stephen F. Austin State University
Kristin Diane Adkins Firr¿nce
BS Oklahoma State University
Brant Anthony Allegretti General Bushæss
BBA University of Oklahoma
Sriharsha S. Amahprrrapu Financc
BS Birla Institute of Tècl-rnology &. Science,
India




BE Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan
Jordan Lowery Bass Fin¿nce
BBA Baylor University
Carie Beth Bock Firr¿nce
BA Southern Methodist University
RebeccaElizabethBoudreaux Firønce




BBA University of North Tèxas
Keith Marcel Britton Strategl E Enneprenewship
BSCivE, MSCE University of Arkansas
Carrington David Brown Gene'raLManagenrcnt
BBA Tèxas Christian University
Julia Elizabeth Burton Straregic Leadership
BA Ithaca College
Stacey Lynn Callaghan GarcraLMatwgenent
BA University of California, Los Angeles
L)avid C. Callison Fin¿rrcc
BA HrrJin-Sirnrnons Universiry
Matthew Dean Carnpbell Firrance
BSME Southern Methodis¡ University
HenryCanizales Finønce
BSBA DeVry Institute ofTechnology
Thomas Graham Cathey Flnance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Alana S. Clay Finance
BBA Texas A&M University
Christopher DeWayne Collins
Ccncral Manngcmcnf /Markcri?rg
BM University of Northern Colorado
Jonathon Michael Curlett Fin¿ncelStrategy
E Entrepreneu'rshíp
BS University of North Têxas
Natasha Ann Davis Fin¿nce
BA University of Texas, Arlington
Richard Geoffrey Ditto Firrance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Jennifer Jeanne Dobrowolski Srlategrc
Leatlerhip I Strategy E Enn epr enew'ship
BGS, BFA Louisiana State University
and A&M College
Vesley Eugene Dorsey Finarrce
BS DeVry Institute of Technology
Bonnie Moore Endicott Strategic Leadershíp
BA Southwestern University
Kathleen Anne Fendler Finutcial
ConsultínglFinance
BA Southern Methodist University
Tiistian Gilbert Fernandez Strzcegl E
Ennepreneurship
BA Universiry .rfTexas, Austin
Carrie Schindler Ford Straregic Leadership
BBA University of Texas, Austin
Chacl Thornas Gaither Marlcting
BBA Baylor University
Arfeen Godil Strategy E Ennepreneurship
BS Universíty of Texas, Arlington
Tänny Ursula Craham Gateral Managernent
BA, BBA Southern Methodist University
Michael Palmer Cray Marketrng
B Arch. University of Tèxas, Arlington
Alessandra Maria Amores Guzrnan Mmketing
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
Matthew Joseph Hall Firønce
BS LeTourneau University
Andrew McWilliams Hat General Managenent
BBA University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Nathan Fletcher Harvey Stratcgy E
Enneprenenrship
BBA University of North Tèxas
Gabriel Andres Hidalgo Firrance
BS Texas A&M University
Ambre Tènnile Horn Straregic Leadershi¡t
BBA University of Tèxas, Arlington
Wade Lynn Hudspeth Snategl €l
Entreprenetnshíp
BS Oklahoma Stare University
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Andrew Christopher Hunt Finance
BA Southern Methodist University
Gil lrani Strategl E Entrepreneurshíp
BA University of Tèxas, Austin
Christopher Merritt J ackson Str ate gíc Le ader ship
Strategy E Entrepreneur ship
BSM Oklahoma State University
Stephanie Craig Jeffery Mcuketing
BBA University of Oklahoma
Shakib Shabbir Kathiria Fin¿nce
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Jarnes Franklin Kerins Fin¿nce
Straregl E Enn epr enern'shi¡t
BE Vanderbilt University
Tirnothy John Kirkley Stategy €!
Entrepreneurshíp
BBA Stephen F. Austin State University
Jocelin Mary Koshy General Managenentl
Marketìttg
BS University of Tèxas, Austin
John \)?illiarn Kretlow Snategy E
Entreprenemship
BS Tèxas A&M University
Andrew John Larkin Finance
BBA Southern Methodist University
Daniel Patrick Lawson Fin¿nce
BS Têxas A&M University
Ryan Matthew Lewis Finance
BBA University of Oklahoma
Frank Wei Liang Finance
BBA Baylor University
Krista Suzanne Linscott Markethry
BBA Sarn Houston State University
Lawrence Ray Lohse III Finrnce
BBA Baylor University
James Matthew Lupton Finance
BBA Universiry ol Mississippi
Gabriel Martinezll Finutce
BBA Sainr Mary's University
William Dean Maruna Finarrcc
BS Southern Methodist University
Jeffery Todd Masters Fin¿nce
BS Baylor University
Lindsay Kathleen McFadden Finance
BA Austin College
Brandi Kate McManus General Managetnent
BS University of Oklahoma
Joseph Bernard McSweeny, Jr. Strzregy E
Entrepreneurship
BA Auburn University
David Stroube Moore Genc¡¿l Management
BBA University of Oklahoma
Amanda Jo Morgan InþnnationTechnolog¡ I
O p er ations Management f Marketíng
BA Tèxas A&M University
Grant Layton Morris Fitrarrce
BS Tèxas A&.M University
Carlos Guille¡mo Palacio General Managerncnt
BS DeVry Institute ofTèchnology
Pushpak P. Patel Flrr¿nce
BS University of Tèxas, Dallas
Eldho Paulose Finance
Strategic Leade'rship
BS Tèxas A&M University
Kimberly Dawn Pearce Fln¿nce
BBA University of Tèxas, Austin
Christopher Martin Penner Strategic
Leadership lStrategy I Ennepreneurship
BBA Sam Houston State University
Grace Philip Finance
BS University of Gxas, Dallas
Robert Bliss Placido Fin¿nce
BA University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
Enon Christopher Powers FinurcelStrategy
€! Entreprenettrship
BBA Southern Methodist University
Victoria L. Rachels Fin¿nce
BS Têxas A&.M University
Christopher J. Reynolds General Managernent
BBA Baylor University
Homero Rivas Srrategy E Entreprenetushíl:
MD Universidad Juarez del Estaclo de
Durango, Mexico
Raghava Srihari Setlur Fûr¿nce
BE Bangalore University, India
MS State University of New York
at Stony Brook
Ranjeeta Shroff Marketing
BS Jiwaji Universit¡ Gwalior, India
Curneet K. Sidhu Marketíng
BSCpE Oakland University
Timothy Joseph Sotos Strategy I
Entreþrenewship
BBA Southern Methodist University
Kathryn Elise St. Pierre Strategrc Leadership
BA California Lutheran University
Scott \X/ilson Stone Srracegrc Leadership
BSCivE New Mexico State University
Maheen Moharnmad Taj Strarcgrc
LeadershiplMarketing
BA Southern Methodist University
Darren A. Tällman Finance
BSBA Northern Arizona University
Nipa Lisa Thrrant Firr¿nce
BBA New Mexico State University
Shelby Chacko Thomas Financellnt'ormatiorr
Technologl I Operatiotts Managenent
BT Cochin University of Science &.
Gchnology, India
Melissa Kay Throop Straregy €4 Entrcpreneurshi¡t
BBA University of Oklahorna
Xavier Michel Tison Strztegy E Entrepreneurshíp
BSM, MSM Sourhern Methodist University
SenthilnathanVelayudham Firrance
BE Annarnalai University, India
MS Texas Tèch University
Jarred Wade Vickers Srraregy €l Ennepreneurship
BBA Tèxas A&.M University
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Dennis Lanier Virden Marketing
BBA North Georgia College
John Charles Waldron Firrance
MS University of Alabama in Huntsville
BSE, BS Southern Methodist University
Marcia Kay Ward Firrønc¿
BS University of Têxas, Austin
Sween Jose Ambat Managernent
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Jeffrey Ray Bottin Managernent
BA St. Olaf College
MS Crrlorado State University
Anuj Gaur Management
BE Regional Engineering College, India
Jeffrey Demetrius Loukas Management
BA Baylor University
Ali Jaber Al Shehri Telecommunications
BSEE King Abdulaziz Univenity, Saudi Arabia
Sami A, Alshurvair Telccommunicatíons
BSEE University of Alabama
Kevin C, Berry Systcrns Enginccring
BS Grarnbling State University
Levent Cankaya Telccomrnunications
BSEE Selcuk University, Ti.rrkey
Niles M. Cocanour Systems Engrneerirrg
BSEE Rensselaer Polytechnic Institure
MS Arnerican Milirary University
Ahrnet Darici TÞlecornrnunications
BS Hacettepe University, Tirrkey
William Logan Depue, Jr. O¡>erations Research
BS United States Naval Acaclemy
Manoj Dureja C)perations Research
BS YMCA lnstitute of Tèchnology, India
Ab¡aham Banks Edison Operations Resecuch
BS Southern Methodis¡ University
Luis Alfredo Galarza Systems Englneering
BSEE Florida Arlantic University
Degree of Master of Science ín Accounting
JenniferJane Spiller Accounting
BBA Southern Methodist University
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Entreþrenewshíp
Diana Lujean Denton Enrreprenewship
BS Louisiana State University
Degree of Master of Science ínManagement
Christy Balhnan Werner Finance
BS Tþxas A&M University
Gregory Brent Wood Finance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Matthew Douglas Wood FínancefMarketing
BS Tèxas A&M University
Cece Bains ïlysong Stracegy €l Enuepreneurship
BBA Sou¡hern Methodist University
Kishore Venkata Padala Managemenr
BS, MS Nagarjuna University, India
Monty Lynn \V"st Ñlanag..enr
BA Stephen F. Austin State University
Jason Lee \Xleftz MarLagement
BS University of the State of New York,
Regents College
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Degree of Master of Science
Angela Hulet Systerns Engineerlng
BS California State Universit¡ Los Angeles
BS University of North Carolina
David Bradley Jones Systems Engineeing
BSEE University of Têxas, Arlington
Sumanth Kumar Kota Venkata
Telecommunications
BEngr Annamalai University, India
Sanin Kulosman Systerns Engrnccring
BSME University of Oklahorna
Mohamrned Muneeruddin Software Engineering
BSME Jawaharlal Nehru Tèchnological
University, India
Patrick Neil Olinger Sysrems Engrneerirrg
BA, BS Wright Strte Urriversity
Hinal Mukeshchandra Parikh
TeLecommunicatíotts
BEngr Sardar Patel University, India
Donya Victoria Quick Compzter Scicnce
BS Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "Applications and Parameter Analysis
of Tèrnporal Chaos Game Representation"
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Yavuz Sahin Telecommunications
BSEE Gazi University, Turkey
Kanwalpreet Singh Telecomm unications
BEngr Maharshi Dayanand University, India
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Cíaíl Engineering
Fernando Alberto Mondragon-Solis Ciuil Engineeríng
BSCivE Instituto Gcnológico y de Estudios Superiores dJMonteirey, Mexico
Degree of Master of Scíence ín Electrical Engineering
Vpin Batra Electrícal Engíneering
BEngr Maharshi Dayanand University, India
Mallika Sudip Deshpande Eleærícal Engineering
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Sugianso Hakim Eþcrical Engineering
BS Ohio Stare University
Degree of Master of Science ín Facilitíes Monøgement
Scott Douglas Cline F¿ciljríes Management
BS Oklahoma State University
Gregory Allen Ruff Facílíties Management
BS University of rù(/isconsin.stout
Gregory G. Schober FacíIitíes Management
BSME Milwaukee School of Engineering
Degree of Møster of Science ín Information Engineeríng Muøgement
Rex Stephen Lewis II Information Engineering ü Management
BSEE United States Air Force Academy
Degree of Master of Science ín Mechøúcal Engíneering
Dzuy Viet-Tiuong Nguyen Mechanical Engíneeríng
BSEE University of Têxas, Dallas
BS, BSME Southern Methodist University
Juan Geronimo Zavala
BSME Tèxas A&M University
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATIONAND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Degree of Møster of Arts ín Dísþute Resolutíon
Paul Wilson Bailey Díspute Resolution
BS Gxas A&.M University
Tlacie Michelle Bean Dispure Resolution
BS Louisiana State University ín Shreveport
BS Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
Alan C. Bordelon Dispute Resolutíon
BA East Texas Baptist University
Linda L. Herrera Disþute Resolutíøt
BA Southem Methodist University
Heidi Alyssa Karlsson Dßpuæ Resolutítn
BA Michigan State University
Fatima Cumber Mamdani Dispute Resolution
BS Texas Christian University
Ahmet Emin Turgut TeÞcommunications
BSEE Gazi University, Turkey
Allison Smith Morrow Díspuæ Resolutíon
BS Baylor University
MA University of North Texas
Judith L. Ratner Díspøre Resolutíon
BA Indiana University, Bloomington
Bonnie Sue Sanford Dispuø Resolution
BS College of Saint Mary
Richard J. Voelker Dispøre Resolutíon
BBA Tulane University
Patricia Robin Wolf Disþute Resolutjon
BSNsg University of Texas Medical Branch,
Calveston
MBA Southern Methodist University
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Degree of Master of Bilínpal Educøtíon
Cincly Holt BílínguaL Educatíot't Noris Enicl Negrón Billrrgual Educatio¡t
BS Texas State University BA Inter American University
Ginny Lynn Kuhnel Blllngrløl Education of Puerto Rico
Gifted Concuuratíon Miriam Jiménez Rodríguez
BA Baylor University Bilingual Education Gifted Concer.tration
Joy Reneá Morris Bllingual Education BA University of Tèxas, Austin
BA University of Tèxas, Arlington BSCivE University of Tèxas, Austin
Carlos Kenwin Da Costa Walcott
BiIíngøI Educatio¡,t
BA Macalester College
Degree of Master of Ed.ucatíott
LoriBergeron Educøtion
BA University of Louisiana
Maria Ti:resa Rita Castellanos Ituniago Education
BS Endicott College
Chad Eric Chapman Educatiott
BA University of Tèxas, Arlington
Dana Richter Clark Education
BA University of Tèxas, Arlington
Krysral Michelle Collins EJucarion
BS Prairie View A&.M University
Shannon Nicole Diehl Educatiott
BA D¡rllas Baptist University
Allison Drewry Educatíon
BA Oklahoma State Universtiy
Virginia Lee Huergo Educatiott
BA Universidad de Belgrano, Argentina
Christina Elaina La Poinr Educatíon
BA University of North Tþxas
Thomas Evan Fisher Liberal Arts
BA University of Texas, Tyler
John Michael Gallo Líberal. Arts
BA Westmont College
Ann Stewart Kozlow Líberal Arts
BFA University of Houston
tbitha Anne Molett Educatiott
BA University of Têxas, Dallas
Lucia Cantu leynado Edncatiott
BA University of Tþxas, Pan American
Brenna Kaye Rivas Edøcørion
BA Clemson University
Jennifer M. Sellars Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Andrea Thomas Education
BA Têxas A&.M Universtiy-Commerce
Sheree S. Thompson Education
BS University of North Tèxas
Kristen LaMar Toney Education
BA University of California, Berkeley
Kristin E. Yernon Education
BBS Hardin-Simmons University
Jason Grry Warner Education
BA Baylor University
Degree of Master of Líberal Arts
Julie Ruth Lewis-Russell Libe¡al Arts
BA University of Massachusetts, Boston
Julieta Medrano.Terry Líberal Arts
BSEd University of Texas, Austin
Kinga Margaret Pates Liberal Arts
BA University of Texas, Arlington
Debjani Sen Libe'ral Arts
BA University of Calcutta, India
Degree of Master of Liberøl Studies
Nancy Shanks Bierman LiberaL Swdies
BA Mississippi State University
St¡san Almand Stephens Liberal Studíes
BA Baylor University
Degree of Master of Science ín Cowrselíng
Sally Norton Turner Coønseling
BA University of Oregon
MBA Seattle University
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IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU,
LINDA AND MITCH HART CCENTER
Certíficate ín Dígital Çame Develoþment
Chetan Bedi Speciali¡ation h LeueL Design Robert Owen Lee Specíalí7atíott in Level Design
BS University of Florida BA University of Toledo
Dar-riel Bedoy SÞecializatkn in Art Creatiott Jererny Raymond SÞecíaLizatiot¡ in Leuel Desígn
BA California State University Christopher Skelton S¡ecializatíott itt Softwu'e
Keith Blackstone SÞecializatitxtinSofttuare Deueloþment
Deuelopmatt BS Texas A&M University
BS DcPaul University Christian Syyap Specialixatiott in Art Crcation
Quinn DelHoyo SpecialiTation m LeueL Design Matthew Blair Taylor Specialíyation itt
Scott Hurt SpecialiTatiot't in A¡t Creatíott Art Creatíott
Brad Jacobs S1;ecialiTatiott m LeueL Desig't BFA Rochester Institute of Têchnology
Jeff Johnson SþecialiTation in Level Design
BS lVayne State College
Master of Interactioe -îechnology
Michael Aviles Digital Gane, ArtCreatiott
BA SUNY College at Oneonta
Thesis: "Facial Animation Based on Anatomy"
Thomas Eric Bakutis Dígltal Gane, Level Desigt
BA University of North Têx:rs
Thesis: "Balancing Cut Scenes and Garncplay"
Mark William Bracly Dþral Garne, Art Cteation
BFA Oklahoma State University
Thesis: "Next Gene¡ation Character
Creation Pipelir-re"
Ken G. Cheung Diginl G anrc, Software Deuelopncnt
BS University of California, lrvine
ïresis: "Haptic Pachinko and Haptic Moments"
Hemanslru Chhabra Digital Gane,
Sn/truare Deuek4nnent
BBngr University of Murnbai, india
Thesis: "Real Tirne Painterly Rendering on
the GPU"
Brent Ellison DigltaL Ga ne , Level Design
BA Reecl College
Tl-resis: "Character lnteraction Gameplay: An
Analysis of Form and Function"
Marisa Antoni¿r Carza Digital Game,
Art Clcatio¡t
BFA University of Saint Thornas, Houston
Thesis: "How Envi¡onments Affect Mootl
irnd Perception"
Robcrt J. Gee Diglral Gane, LeueLDcsigt
BS Ariz,,na Statc Univcrsity
Thesis: "The Right Way is the lVrong Way:
Level Design Theory in Level Design"
James Reed Ketcharn DigítaL G ante, Art Cr eatio¡t
BA Bucknell University
Thesis: "Bcyond Realism"
Stephen \lye Ling Khor Dþrcl Garnc,
Alt Creatio¡t
BLaw University of Leeds, United Kingdorn
Thesis: "Environment Art Creation Theories
and Methodologies"
Paul David Loyd DiginlGatne,
Sofntare Development
BS Southern Met h,'clist Urriversit y
Thesis: "Workload Dist¡ibution and
Parallelized Visibility Sorting Using the
Synergistic Processor Elements on
PlayStation 3"
John Wesley Morris Digrral Gane, ArtCreation
BFA Rice University
Thesis: "Rigqing and Animation of Quadrupeds"
David Narn Digital Gatne, Art Creatiott
BA Queens College
Thesis: "Choosing the Look"
Jessica Nida Digítal Gane, A¡ t C'¡ eatio¡t
BS Middle Tènnessee State University
Thesis: "The Perception of Color"
Tanya A. Slrort Dþtal Ganre, LeveLDcsígt
BA Reed College
Thesis: "How Players Learn: Evaluzrting
Interjected and Contextual Education in
Interactive Entertainment"
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IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Shmyla K. Alam Politic¿l Science
Amen Shina Amachigh Polítical Science
Kelly Renée Anderson PhilosoPhy
Elizabeth Anne Bair English
Brittany Page Barker Sociology
Todd David Baty History
Hono'rs inLiberal Arts
Hadi \ø. Bayatneh PhilosoPþ
Richard Wallace Boyd IIl Psychology
Drew Braxton Briggs Markers €l Cuhwe
Megan Marie Bruce English øith
Cr e ativ e \YJri ting S p c ci ali 7at ion
Robyn E. Byers Psychology
Konstantin P. Chernikov Psychologl
Tyler Charles Chick Poliric¿l Science
Kenneth Steven Clinchy Mcwkets E Cukwe
Greer Cole Custer Mørkets E CuLttne
Shailendra Evette Daniels Chemistry
Brittany Morgan Dewan SPanlsh
Jason K. Doran Politic¿l Science
Matthew Villiarn Downe Pslchology
Timothy James Edwards History
Whitney August Ehlin PhílosoÞlry lPohtical Scimce
Cum l-aude, Honors in Liberal Arts
Matthew Franklin Ervin English
D eÞ dr tmental D i s tinction
Jose Roberto Espinosa EconornícslMathematics
Hayley Danielle Evans Psychology
E. Michelle Flores Rogers Political Scíence
Christopher John Franz Psychology
Antonio Ross Godinez Markes €J CuLune
Stace Charles Hilbrant Economics
Jonathan Slayter Hill Markets €l Culune
Rachel Marie Hinds Hisrory
Honors inLíberaL Arts
Warren Chandler Crawford Holmes History
Kimberly Marie Hughes Political Science
Shellena Hussein Public Policy
Lauren Victoria Jobin Intemational Studíes
Samuel Tänner Johnson Economics
Tommy Lee Jones II Sociology
Brandon ChristopherJones Economics
Jennifer Elizabeth Jones Political Science
Sara Kamali Biological Sciences
Tara Jean Kays English
Jon Bertrell Killen Sociologl
Virginia Van Liverman Political Science
Leslie Ann Lloyd Bíologrcal Sciences
Megan Michelle Mann Anthropology
Ronald Isrnael MAtinez Intemational Studíes
Cameron Davis Maynard PoliticaL Science
Maria Constantine Megas Markets E Culane
Erica Belle Mikarva Polítícal Science
MagnaCumLaude
Adrienne Layne Moreland Psychologl
Miles Marthew Morley Economics
Michael Joseph Mosley Psychology
Asatu Aisha Mulbah Sociology
Sonia Salirn Noorany Psychology
\øilliam McKinley Osborne IV Englislr øith
Cr c atíu e Wri rin g S pe c i alí gtion
Rachel Marie Paxton M¿rk¿ts €l Culture
Danielle Nicole Michelle Preston Spanish
Alissa Jane Price Anthropology
Jessica Michelle Requa Psychologl
Raphaele Rincon løliøn Area Studies
Sarah Claire Rollins Psychology
Francis Marion Ryburn iV SPanish
Matthew Ryan Schortman Mmkets I Cuhwe
Clara Margaret Purnell Scruggs Hisrory
Honors in Liberal Arts
Kasey Lee Seymour English
Lydia Ann Snyder Biological Sciences
Barbara Starling Stewart English
StmunaCumLauÅe
Amanda Rembert Taylor French
William Bames Thomas Markets E Culane
Holly Lynn Típpit Psychologl
Adam James Undorfer, þ. Markets E Culture
Jonathan Brantley \Tykoff Matkets €î Culøtre
Lindsay Caitlin Young Politícal Scíence
Sumbel Aurang Zeb Politicøl Scíence
Christopher Täylor Chalmers Economics wíth
Finance Applications SpecíalíTation
Kenneth Steven Clinchy Economics with
F ínance Applícations Speciali1atíon
Craig Louis Croce Economícs wíth
F ínan c e Applíc an o n s S p e cí alí7atíon
Erin Lauruth Fitzpatrick Economícs wíth
F inance Applicanons SÞecialirøtion
HodaGhanizadeh BiolagicalScíences
StnnmaCwnLtude
\íhitney Elizabeth Green Economics with
Finance Applícatíons SpecíaliTation
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Breanna Lauren Gribble Geophysics
MagnaCumLaude
Matthew Joseph Grosmann Economics with
Finonce Applícations SpecíalíTation
D ep artmental D istinction
ChristopherRyan Harvey Biochemístry
Raafiul Huda Economics wíth
Finance Applicatíons SÞecializatíon
Jobin Sebastian Kalathil BiologicøLScíences
Tanner Thomas King Economícs wíth
Finonce Applícations SpecialiTation
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7Chih-Chun Lei Econornics cuith
F hwtce Applications Specialixatíon
Megan Michelle Mann Biologrcal Sciences
John Christian Mueller Biological Sciences
Sarah Marie Pham Biological Scienc¿s
Robert T. Pritchard Economics with
Fhnnce Applications SpecialiTation
Glen Aldrich Reading Economícs with
F ínance App\ícatíons SpecíaliTation
Joseph Nathan Robinson Economics with
F inance Applicatíons SpecíaliTatiot't
Kacie Lane Adams Advertising
Lindsay Bennett Adams Aduerrlsing
Reagen Lauren Anderes Corþorate
Commu¡ticatíons 
€l Public Affahs
Todd David Baty Mlcic
Honors ln Liberal Arts
Jordan Bass Bolch Cinem¿-Teleuision
Andrew Palrner Bozalis Cinema-Teleuisíon
Mallory Meade Bynum Advcrtising
Shannon Mary Casey Corþorate Cor¡tmunicatio¡ts
E Publíc Affaírs
Taylor Ann Covington Joumalism
Natalie Antonette Dean ArtHistory
Aleah T. Dillard Masic
Adam Eason Mrulc
Luz Elena Espinoza Advertistng
Alessandra Frausin Journalism
Honors in Libe¡aL Arts
AlexanderMoore Friedell Corþorate
Communicatiotts E Public Affairs
Jack Vaughn Gallivan Advertislng
Sarah Breen Gibbons Joumalis¡n
Kelly Nicole Comez Aduerrising
D eÞdr tmental D istinction
Catherine Claire Hardy Corþorate
Conmunications I Public Affairs
Matthew Ryan Schortrnan Economícs wíth
F hwtce Ap¡>Licatíorx SpecialiTatiott
Eric Alexander Se[ers Economics ruith
F inance Applications SpecialiTatiotr
Sarnil Kirit Shah Sociology
Richard Ian Van Every Antlvopology
Ryan Michael Vebb Economics uidr
Finance Applications SpecíaliTation
Curtis James Hill Adqletising
Jeifrey Eric Hodgson Aduerríslng
Mary Claire Inglish Art Hlsrory
Natalia Dmitrievna Marova Aduertising
Layton Bentley Marrs Clnern¿-Televísion
Lindsay Deann Mîller Corþorate
Communications E PubLic Affaírs
Michael Molinar Aduertßing
D eÞ dr ttnentol Distittction
John Christian Moorman Aduertising
Lisa Marie Palazzola Corporaæ Comtnunicatio¡u I
Publíc Affaírs
Mari Park loumaLísm
Jessica Rae Pleasant Art Hisrory
Destree Lynn Reamy Corporate Commtmications
€î Public Affairs
John Carpenter Stevens Adoerrising
Amanda Rembert'laylor Corþorate
Commtnticatiotls E PubLíc Affairs
Courtney Lee Tènnison Art History
D eþ ar nnenøI Distinction
Peri Carherine Wilson Aducrrising
Andrew Warren \X/indle Adverrising
Elizabeth Jean !íishnatzki lournalism
Olivia Nga-Lam Yiu Cínema-Teleuision
Degree of Bøchelor of Socíal Scí¿nc¿s
Jessica Dawn Elliott Soci¿l Sciences
Jennifer Elizabeth Reci Soclal Sciences
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
Allan Earnest Arp At
StnnmaCuml-aude
Greg William Bussell Theørr¿
Durrell D. Cooper Thearre
Janet Elaine Delay Arc
Katherine Gifford At
Leticia F. Luevanos Art
Sarah Katherine Plagens At
Quinten Joseph Quintero Theatre
Sara Kristin Stringfellow Theatre
Heather Lauren Watts Art
Lisa Katherine Wynne Art History
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Degree of Bachelor of Music
Richard Brian Marquis Guítnr Pefonnøtce
IN ED\øIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Degree of Bachelor of Business Adtnínistratíon
Rishabh Raj Ajrnera Firrance Kunal Gupta Finance
Francesca Micl-relle Anaya Barrios Warren Chandler Crawford Hohnes Accoøntlng
Gener¿l Busjtress Anna Elizabeth Igo Marketirrg
Diego H. Arias Betancourt lnfornatiorr Systcrns Ingrid Ingrid Finance
Karline Daly Bachman Marketing Gavin-\ü/ayne Chance Kidwell Fin¿nce
Divya Balasubramanian Fin¿nce Taylor Jensen MacDonald Fln¿trce
Honors in LíberaL Arts John Gregory Martino Fitr¿nc¿
Edison Fernanclo Betancourt Betancourt Fjrr¿nc¿ Matthew Leon Nibarger Flnance
'llalter Davicl Betancourt Di¡z Fincnce Chase Daniel Perkins Finonc¿
Grace LeAnn Brauser Managetnetrú Julia Catherine Pierce Accozntitrg
Hunrer London Brous Finance Stacy Lee ProÍht FinanciaLConsul.tíng
Long Ngoc Chau Firr¿nce William Thornas Ratliff IV Finance
Young Wook Cho Fin¿nce Magta Cttm Laude, Honors itr Bmin¿ss
Patricia Valeria Coello Irias Managanent Cortney Allison Sanders Accounting
Courtney Anne Crain Firr¿nce Jared Benjamin Schaffer Fin¿ncc
Sayeh Dardras Markethry Marisa Jo Schieda Matketírtg
Shanelle Lynn DeRosier ReaI Estate Firumce Honorr in Liberal Arts
Brittany Morgan Dervan Accorurting Anthony Michael Schifano Marketing
Calvin Sharp Mitchell Enright Mørragemerrt Bhavin Kanti Sharolia Finarrc¿
Swnnø Cun Laude Megan Elizabeth Sherrod Accoutttittg
Michael Alan Feather Firr¿nce Thomas Newton Short Fin¿nce
Antl-rony Michael Giarnello Marketing Monica Lissette Tievino Marketing
Katlrerine Renee Gibson Managenent Tiffany Nicole Tirrner Marketing
Ryan Michael Vebb Finance
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Conner Marshal Huckaby Managernent Science
Sachin Mohan Kumar Managenrent Science
Jerome Alexandre Bortoluzzi Management Science
Degree of Bachelor of Science ín CíuiL Engineering
Christina Marie Denissen CiuiL Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Science ín Electñcal Engineeñng
Jonathan Christopher David Rall ElectricaL Engíneerhtg
Robert Michael Shea Electrical Enþneerhry
Degree of Bachelor of Science ín Enoírofl'ø"ental Engíneeríng
Reagan Courtney Myers Errvilonmental Ellgineering
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Jana Adrienne Floyd MechanicaL Engineering
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7THE PLAIFORM PARTY
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Deùnan School of Law
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadaws School of the Arts
Cordelia Chávez Candelaia, Deøn of Dedman Collzge
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education andHmtanDeuelapment
Dennis A. Fosteç President of the Facuhy Senate
John A. Hall, Uniuersiq Regístrar ard Executtoæ Director of Enrolhnent Seruíces
Robert Thomas Hayden IIl, President of the SuÅents' Assocíatíon
Darrell Lafitte, SMU Cl¿as of 1954 and 2008 Dístinguished Alumní Awmd Recipient
William B. Lawrence, Dem of Perkins School of Theology
Paul W' Ludden, Provosr andVice President for Acaàzmic Affaírs of the Uniuersitl
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Deøn of Edwin L, Cox School of Bwiness
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engíneeríng
Jarnes E. Quick, Deøn of Research and Graduate Satdies ani, Associate Vice President for Research
Peter E. Raad, Dírector of the Linda anÅMitchHmt eCenter and
Executiue Director of The GuillhøIl a¿ SMU
Carl Sewell, Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees
Dennis M. Simon, Platlorm Mmshal m.d Associate Professor of Politícal Science
Thomas 1ü/. Tunks, Associate Prouost for Educatíonal Progrons
R. Gerald T:lrne; President of the Uniuersity
Daniel Harrison Webb, Precentor anÅ,December 2008 Candidate for Bachelm of Mrcíc
inVoice Perfonnance
Lori S. White, Vice President for StuÀent Affairs
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THE GUILD OF MARSHALS
Bradley Kent Carter, Chíef Marshal
Lorn L. Howard, Chíef Mo:rshal Emeritus
Thomas B. Fomb¡ ProcessionMmshal
William J. Pulte, Asslsting Procession Mmshal


















Glenn T. Ayars, Møjor inVoíce Performance, Clnss of 2012
Grant Allen Carpenter, Major ínVoice Performance, Ckss of 2012
Tiey Pratt, Major inVoice PerformancelMusic Education, Closs of 2012
Jason P. Solis, Major inVoíce PerformancelMwic Education, Class of 2011
Soøh¿m Methodist Uniuusity uíll not disuimimte on the basis of race, color, religion,
natíonal uigín, sex, age, disabilitl, t vetqan stø,tß. SMUt commi¿ment to eqMI oÞÞortuniq incluÀes
nonàisoimimtion on the brois of sexml uienøaon.
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Sa that all ma1 m.joy the majlesq of the cøanony anà'the joy of the occaion,
we oôk thst no þhaøglaplß be takcn irxìd¿ the coliseum.
Afficial þhotograþìk of canàidøtes wíllbe øken as thel receíue tldr degrees.
You wíllhøu¿ o.tr oþÞotttnlit) n purchase ilæse phoøgrøþhs,
The Qffice af Acaiemic Ceremqnics øishes ¿o thank all who hwe wcrl<pd so hmd to malæ rl'tß
. 
evening a celtb¡ation af the arcornplishnwnts of dnse menbus of the


























































O beautiful for sþacious skies, for antber waves of grain;
for pwþle mountaín majesties aboqte the fruited pl"ain!
America! Americø!
God shed his grace on thee,
and crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea.
O beautiful for heroes þroued inliberating strife,
who more than self their counul loqted, and mercJ more thnn life!
*åwíiL#í;:::ì"",
tiIL all success be nobleness, and every gain diuine.
O beautiful for paniot dreom that sees beyond the yeors
thine alnbaster cities glecnn, undimmed by hurnan tears!
America! Atnerica!
G od mend thine every flaw,
confirm thy soul in self -control, thy liberty in lnw.
VARSITY
Oh we see the Varsíty,
Voxity, Varsity,
As she tocaers o'er the hill
Ouer there.
And our hearts are filled with joy,
SMU, SMU,
Alma mater, we'Ilbe true
Forever!
@sMU
